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Tlia werk ia tîiis thaeis was kegan at
îl&nGkeetsi* and ooia^ lated in Glasgow# Sius I oan aolmowledge 
two influonces • that of Professor E,w# Anderson and his 
phenomonologloal approach and the widely hased oeiootioism 
of Pirofessor T* Fergason Kodgor# My approach to clinical 
psychology is enriched as a result of these contacts and is 
much fuller and more satisfying than the professional role 
which many of ray colleagues îjavo undertaken or have heen 
allotted.
However, the fact that I have chosen to concern niyself 
with a physical method of treatment has arisen from purely 
personal interests# Since ray entry into the field the use 
of Bleotrio Convulsant ïherapy in psychiatric illness has 
interested me and intrigued me with the nuraher of problems 
that its application can pose. In this thesis some of these 
problème will be raised nnd discuseed# The issues lead me 
beyond what other psychologists liave taken to be the I’elevant 
aspects of this treatment, vis. its effects on cognitive 
functions# For me E,G#T« has much wider implications and 
provides a setting for a discussion of the field of psycho- 
physiology*
The approach is clinical in that it starts from the 
observation/
otjaervatioB of patiemt© l^ eing treated foâ? their iXlneaseep 
and does not aoeîc to go he^ rond the elinloaX eituation# It 
Involves ao mueh ohjeetlvltv am m?/ reopeot for patients and 
olinieal prohlema will allow me detaohment* The reports of 
the investigations folloxf the eonventienal rules and 
statistical methods have heen employed# Statistics are used, 
however, simply as a means of making part of an argument 
^puhlic^ and not as an end or proof # This I take to he the 
proper function of statistical methods in the clinical field 
where so many of the issues demand vûmt is properly search 
rather than research*
In the discussion and formulation of pointa reference 
is made to many workers in the field# Aelmovflodgement is 
made *by the convention of quoting the author’s name and year 
of publication in the teatt» with fuller reference to the source 
appearing in the hihliography of references# The interpretation 
of these author’s works is original and does not necessarily 
accord with their ovm views or purposes#
There are many people to thanks Professor B#W* Anderson^ 
Drs* Havmsley and Scott, Mr# J#0# Kenna and others in the 
Department of Psychiatry, tiniversity of Manchester; Professor 
T# Ferguson Dodger, Dr* J# Doy and others in the Department of 
Psychological Medicine, University of Glasgow, and Miss B# 
Polley and Miss A# "Logan for their secretarial help# I have 
also to record my gratitude for the tolerant co-^ operation of 
many patients#
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HXBTOBT . Qg COOTTOiSIpH THlRâPY
Early Hiotorv
There are many Inetancea cited in the early history 
of psychiatry of how the production of sudden and sometimes 
aggresaive emriroxHoantal changes have proved to he effective 
in the relief of mental illneas# Among the deliberate 
attempts to induce * shock’* or fright as a therapeutic 
measure are found ducking, sudden immersion in cold water, 
using large doses of alcohol and hlood lotting* Toxic 
substances were also used to produce shock, for exemple, 
cyanide and hellehoro (%ilhoo3?g, 19hl) # One justification 
that could he offered for this approach was the Hippocratic 
ohservation that an organic physical disease supervening on 
mental Illness led to an abatement of the peyehoBls* Thus 
it could he argued tîxat the creation of **controllahl© illnesses** 
of a physical kind %?ould lead to pathological states in which 
the restitutive bodily processes might “benefit the mental 
disorder* However, it ie impossible to trace any such 
consistent theoretical basis for the therapeutic use of shook* 
The rationale has varied with the prevailing philosophy and 
practice#
In Roman tiHies Titus advocated flogging as a cure for 
insanity# Early in the Christian era Oelaus recommended 
starving/
starving, chains and flogging as a method of stimalating 
the appetite of patiente» He claimed that such treatment 
"refreshed the memory" In some oaees» Aretaeus, a 
contemporary of Galen, advised bleeding to relieve the liver 
in melancholy and purging hy means of aloes (Henderson and 
Gillespie, 1946)# It was #.oaght that Itmaties were 
possessed by evil spirits and trephining of the skull was 
often carried out to release them (Gsler, 1921)» Later in 
tJie middle ages this medioal exorcism was stopped and the 
priests took over #ie treatment of mental illness by means 
of various religious rites (ailhoorg, 1941), Sarly in the 
16th century Paracelsus gave camphor by mouth to produce 
convulsions sad to cure lunacy (Bennett, 1943), hut the 
treatment achieved little popularity at the time* Van Helmont 
in 1787 advocated plunging patients Into cold water because 
he had heard of a Dutch carpenter viflio was cured from insanity 
by accidentally falling into a river (Diethelm, 1939). 8o 
impressed %?ere many workers by such tales of recovery from 
insanity by sudden accidental shock that #iey contrived 
various gadgets to produce such "accidents" ivithin their 
hospital* Gadelius (1933) relates how in Scandinavia one 
hospital provided a boat in which the patient, while being 
peacefully rowed on an ornamental lake by an attendant, could
be suaaenly precipitated into the water in an effort 
to cure him* Obemdorff (1936) tuotes from the "fentamen 
thorapoutionm de animi perturbationibue" written by an 
unnamed student of medicine in Franc© in 1783* This book 
contains a detailed discussion of the merits of ducking, and 
a description of a rotating chair* It also includes an 
account of how Boerhaave, the famed Dutch clinician and 
enli^tened medical scientist, "cured" an outbreak of 
convulsions in an orphanage at Haarlem by heating an iron 
rod to glowing heat and threatening to bum  to the bone the 
next child who had a convulsion* Burrows (1828) gives a 
full description of the methods of treatment for mental 
disorders which were popular in the 18th and early 19th 
centuries. Venesection* local bleeding by leeches, cupping, 
purging, blistering, all had their advocates. He also 
describes the therapy of swinging and gyration in which the 
patient was rotated in a swivel chair until vomiting and 
collapse were induced* Another interestingly named 
contrivance was the "tranquilliser of Hush" which was in 
effect a suspended bed in which the patient \tos swung until 
"the blood was driven from his brain and he went to sleep".
Harms (1956) traces the origins of electrical treatment 
to the beginning© in 1740 of a series of biennial reports on 
Electricity and Medicine by 1'Académie Royale des Sciences 
in/
ia France» la this #umal la 1755 Dr» J»B» le Roy 
.reports the cure of a ’blind person after three shocks 
and other "gaerlsoas" are listed from all over Europe.
However, by # e  end of this century electrotherapy of this 
sort had fallen into âlense» This period saw important 
technical advances In oloctricity and it may have been 
dissatisfaction with the impreelsion of the therapeutic 
applications in the li#it of the new knowledge that caused 
a swing away from ©loctrieal to pharmacological methods of 
troatment#
Burrows, for example, prescribed camphor in large doses... 
"in a case of Insanity where two scruples were exhibited It 
produced a fit and a perfect cure followed". The history 
of the use of camphor in the treatment of mental disorders 
is outlined by Kennedy (1940). Leopold von Auenbrugger 
in 1764 advised that in "mania virorum" a mixture containing 
camphor should be taken every two hours day and ni#t. 
weickhardt in 1798 advised that in cases of lunacy camphor 
should be used to the point of producing vertigo and epileptic 
fits. Saekeres in 1851 prescribed doses of camphor, increasing 
by 5 gr. until 60 gr* %#re given daily» this dosage to be 
continued until fits appeared* After the fits he claimed 
patients became lucid and their recovery would commence* with 
the discovery of ether as an anaesthetic in 1846, etherisation 
came/
oamo into faehloa aa a methoâ of teeatm©nt la payehlatay#
It was muoli uaed between 16h9 and I860 not only In Europe 
but in Amerioa where it was reported to be “TOluable in 
acute exoitements and depreaaive agltationa^ eapeelally 
with marked fear and outburata of panic’’ (Diethelm^ 1939)*
By the latter half of the 19th century with the Imov/ledge 
of galvanic and faradto electricity and the ub© of the ‘Leyden 
jar to vary strength and duration of stimulus# electrotherapy 
was re-introduced and pharmacological methods of treatment 
began in their turn to he replaced hy electrical forms of 
treatment# As in other fields of medical treatment hy 
electricity it was felt the application of draughts of 
electric current# particularly when derived froan impressive 
apparatus# was of great importance in tlie treatment of mental 
disorders# Even as early aa 1853 Huff Is quoted as saying 
that ”no nervous affection whatever should he regarded as 
incurahle until electricity has in some form heen tried” 
(Androp# 19H1)* Even earlier# Burrows (18S8) had indicated 
the value of the application of ’galvanism” to the howels 
in cases of melancholy* Allhutt in 1872 is quoted hy Caplan 
( 1%5) as having uaed a galvanic current from a modification 
of fâte Daniell cell# passing this current throitgh the patient’s 
head for 10 minutes and thereby achieving tranquillisation 
of the patient# About this time sufficient use had been 
made/
&t eleoti^ oiaiei’apsr to allow Moscwla Benedikt, axi 
Atî0tî»ô-îteRg’ol»iaB ïieuTOlogist» to eoinpilo a two^volome wo»k 
©a "Elôktrothempi©" givâag precis© elooteotherapoatlo 
prescFiptioas fOF all known aettpopathologioal states 
(Hanffls, 1956)# However, as Androp (1941) suggests, the 
results of sttOh therapy gradually waned until hy the heglnnlng 
of this present eentury the treatment was no longer popular.
Ones more the pendulum hegaa to swing haek in favour of 
drug treatment and in 1901 Wolf reoommeacled prolonged sleep 
hy means of frional as a method of peyehiatrio therapy. 
Ipifaaio in 1916 also reported favourahly on this therapy 
whieh he carried out vAth the aid of phenoharhltone (Diethelm, 
1939). In 1922 Bdsi followed up his work on prolonged sleep 
hy introduoing prolonged nareosis with somnifalne. Kldsi is 
conventionally reeoguised to he the instigator of the modem 
period of shook therapy, and it is of more than passing
interest to aotioe •feat laisi’e contrihutioa occurred in the
#
same year as wagner«»«Tauregg desorthed his malaria treatment 
of general paralysis of the insaue.
Bleetrieal means of shook therapy were to he re* 
introduced in psyfeiatry hut only after a significant period 
during which pharmaeologioal a gents were used. Manfred Sakel 
(1938)/
(1938), using M a  exgerlemo© ia the treatmemt #f cbfug 
addicts hy iasulla, feerehy minimi slag wifedrawal effects, 
"began to treat mental illaessee hy iaaulia^proclueed l%ypo* 
glyeaemla* la 1933 he hegaa to treat eeMaophreaia hy this 
raethod.4 Arottud this time t®0, the nee of me tram!, a 
eynthetle oompoiaid related to camphor, was advocated "by 
Kyiro and ya'bloaelcy, fhoee workers deliberately sought to 
produce oonvulsioae to their soMsophroaic patients* toe 
rationale for feis procedure was that Glaus In 1931 had 
reported thet, contrary to &rm@pelto*s end to Biouler*s vlows, 
fee eomhlimtion of achiaophreuia and epilepsy was rare, Glaus 
found that out of 6,000 schiaophrenlcs only ei#,t had had 
fits and that four of these ei#it reoovered shortly after 
their fits* Other oontoraporary reports ooiifiwisd this 
suggested antagonism hetween schisophrenic catatonia and
Tea Meduaa (1958) gives am account of M s  own ?;oric to 
this field at this time# Working to a psychiatry dominated 
"by Ylrohovian concepts he was concerned to reveal the "brain 
pathology of schizophrenia# Fifteen years of examinatioa of 
scMsophwMe hratoe îiad yielded the observation that la 
schizophrenia destroyed norvo tissue was not replaced by fee 
glia system# Intowst to epilepsy arose because it was known 
that to, this coaditAon glia proliferation occurred* The 
beneficial/
‘banefloial effect of epllepey m  eohlisoptoenia currently 
“being olalmed reminded Madtma of how Induoed malaria had 
a curative effect on general paralyela of the Insane#
With these facts in mind Meduna sought a convenient 
method of producing epileptic attacks# In his search he was 
influenced by a number of fortuitous oircumBtances; by 
experiment on guinea pigs he was able to satisfy himself 
that camphorated oil when Injected could produce the convulsion 
with no apparent subséquent ilX-effects# On January 23rd^
193^ 19 he Induced the first convulsion in a patient by the 
intramuscular injection of 25/^  camphor in olive oil# He 
described how at the end of this successful treatment he was 
so distressed himself that he had to be supported to hie 
room by nurses* It was another of his ’’fruitful errors” that 
led him to use the substance "Gardla^ iol” which had been 
wrongly advertised by the manufacturers as being water soluble 
camphor when In fact it had nothing to do with camphor#
More recent work has not confirmed the suggested 
antagonism between epilepsy and sohlsophrenia (e*g# Alexander@ 
1932; Katsenelbogen^ 19H0)# Yde^ Lohse and Paurbye (l9hl) 
investigated 715 cases of schizophrenia and found 20 patients 
who suffered from convulsive attacks^ five of whom were 
established epileptics# This represents an Incidence of 
about twice the expected chance incidence for epilepsy.
Hooh/
Sooîi (1943) M s  also laaieated a positiva toaâonoy tor 
soMzopîirSïiia and epilepsy to to aasootatad* More recently 
Bartlett (1957), in an effort to clarify the relationship 
between ohronio psyohosis and epilepsy, stnaiea fee ease 
records of all patients enoonntored in two hospitals over 
a fivo*year period wife a diagnosis of psychosis following 
on epilepsy and with fee oontlnued diagnosis epilepsy and 
psychosis# He foond no signifiaant evidence to miggest that 
aehiaophrsnia oocnrs more or less frequently in epileptics than 
in fee general population» In general, fee apparent antagonism 
hetween epilepsy and schiaophrenia seems to have boon 
fostered by the diagnostic convention of not specifying the 
form of tonational disorder accompanying epilepsy# Generally 
fee term "psychosis due to convulsive disorder" or "epilepsy 
wife behaviour disorder" was used which did not allow any 
indication feat the illness vms schizophrenia in researches 
based upon simple diagnostic classifications*
Whatever fee theoretical basis for this kind of 
treatment, its action was undoubtedly impressive and its 
results aroused interest in other methods of convulsion 
therapy* Bertolani in 1938 produced epileptiform seisures 
using ammonium chloride* Ooramlnc was also used but, in 
general, the chemical methods of producing convulsions wore 
felt to be unsatisfactory in that they involved a delay 
between/
■between Injection and the onset of t3ie convulsion duning 
which patients demonstrated objective signs of fear and 
distress*
During this time work on the electrical production of 
convulsions had heen carried out on animals* Von Frltsch 
and Hitzlg in 1870 to their monograph ”The Blectrioal 
Stimulation of too Oerehrum” had demonstrated toe electrical 
excitability of too hrato and in particular that epileptic 
seizures could he produced in dogs hy elootrical stimulation 
of the exposed hrain# Leduc (1902) found that certain 
animals when stimitlated hy electricity would fall asleep*
Her experiments in "electrical sleep" vmre re^investigated 
hy Bahinovitoh (1906) ?;ho found that electrical stimulation 
of the dog*s hrain produced epileptiform convulsions# Weiss 
confirmed Bahinovltch*s ohservation to 1905# In 1922 von 
Bchilf induced epileptic fits to dogs electrically^ without 
opening the slmll, hy placing electrodes under the 
conjunctlvae and using an alternating current lasting for 
0*5 seconds# As a measure of the time of application he 
used a contact pendulum which momentarily connected the 
source of the current with the suhjeet* The canvulslve 
threshold was determined hy p^?adually increasing the stimulus 
current hy means of a variable resistance in series* As a 
conclusion to his paper von Bchilf suggested the possibility 
of/
ùf pï'otuotoe eonvulBloas tn man by a similar metbod 
(PatBold, 1940)* Oiiiauzsi ( 19% ) repeated fiovlt whloh had 
been carried out by Viale five years previously on the 
laduotioa of convulsions in animals using a 50 c,p,a* 
alternating current at 220 volts and with a stimulus time 
of 0*25 seconds applied. This teoîmique used electrodes 
placed in mouth and rectum and Ohiauzzl confirmed that no 
obvious ill-effects were produced in the animals by such 
procedures. Spiegel in 1937 (see Jessner and Ryan, 1942) 
repeated von Sohilf*s experiment determining the convulsive 
threshold of animals by Inserting electrodes under the 
eonjunctivae. He noted that in this position there was less 
variation in the animals' electrical resistance than if the 
electrodes were placed in otîier positions. In May 1937 
Binl read a paper entitled "Experimental research on 
epileptic attacks induced by the electric current" at the 
meeting of the Swiss Psychiatric Association in Beme, In 
this paper he reported results of his experiments on animals 
and suggested that further research mijfet produce a similar 
method for use in man as a therapeutic alternative to 
oardiazol.
In the following year Oerletti and Bin! (1938) described 
their apparatus and technique for the electrical induction 
of convulsions in humans as a therapeutic procedure. 
Experience/
Bxperlence wife dogs had shovm feat they could edmlnister 
aljnost any reasonable voltage with safety if they 
controlled fee time of the stimulus within rigid limits*
They felt, therefore, feat electric stimulation was a 
potential therapeutic weapon in man if a technique could be 
worked out* Oerletti was turning over in his mind this 
problem wlwn a friend informed him that "at the Rome 
slau#tefeouse piga are killed by electricity" * He decided 
to see this operation for himself* There he was told feat 
electricity had been used in fee butchering of pigs for 
years, but he discovered that the animals v/er© not killed 
in this maimer g they were convulsed by an electrical current 
applied to feeir heads, then as fee convulsion subsided 
their tliroats were out and feey were bled.':^
Oerletti now set to work to discover exactly what was 
necessary to kill the pigs by means of on electric current, 
in other words, the minimal voltage and time invariably 
letlial# He experimented with different voltages applied 
over varying lengfes of time; and by various electrode 
placements* He found feat currents passed through the head 
were/
cpQotnote, Meduna (1958) relates amusingly h m  in fact the 
circle hao recently been completed when a Danish slaughterhouse 
wrote to him to ask whether his most recently devised therapy, 
carbon dioxide inhalation technique, would be of value in tho 
humane killing of pigsi
C"
were tolerated better fean those passed across the chest, 
for feon long periods of apnoea and sometimes death ensued.
He repeated his "treatment" of pigs until he felt confident 
the.t a convulsing current of electricity could be passed 
throu#L the heads of humans without fear of permanent damage. 
He Icneir that the appropriate voltage was in the neighboamood 
of 100 to 125 volte and that the safe time of application 
was about 0,3 seconds.
Bo he decided to apply such a current to the head of 
a human, Oerletti's own vivid description of the subsequent 
procedums is given in translation by Adamson (1955),
"These clear proofs, certain and oft repeated, caused 
all my doubts to vanish, and without more ado I gave 
inetructione in ttie clinic to undertake next day, the 
experiment upon man,
'a schizophrenic of about 40, whose condition was 
organically sound, was chosen for the first test* Ho 
expressed himself exclusively in an Incomprehensible gibberish 
made up of odd neologisms, and, since his arrival from Milan 
by train without a ticket, not a thing had been ascertainable 
about his identity,
Preparations for the experiment were carried out in an 
atmosphere of fearful silence bordering on disapproval in 
the presence of various assistants belonging to the clinic 
and/
anâ ©orne outelde dectore#
As was our custom with dogs? Blni and I fixed the two 
electrodes, well wetted in salt solution* "by an elastic hand 
to the patientas temples# As a precaution* for our first 
test* we used a reduced tension (70 volts) with a duration 
of 0#2 seconds# Upon closing the circuit* there was a sudden 
jump of the patient on his hod with a very short tensing of 
all his muscles; then he immediately collapsed onto tho hod 
without loss of consciousness# Tlie patient presently started 
to sing at the top of his voice* then fell silent# It was 
evident from our long experience with doge that the voltage 
had heen held too low*
I* hearing in mind the Observations with repeated 
applications of the day before upon pigs * made arrangements 
for a repetition of the test#
Someone got nervous and suggested whisperingly that the 
subject be allowed to rest; others advised a new application 
to bo put off to the morrow# Our patient sat quietly in bed, 
loolcing about him# Ihen of a sudden* hearing the lo?/-toned 
conversation around him* he exclaimed no longer in his 
incomprehensible jargon* but in so many clear works and in 
a solemn tone - "Not a second# DeadlyI"
The situation was such* weig^ ited as it was with 
roBponsibility/
3?0apoa$ibility* toat this warning* explicit and mequlvooal* 
shook the persons present to the extent that some began to 
insist upon auaponaion of the proooedlngs# Amiiety lest 
something that amounted to superstition sliould interfere 
with my decision urged me on to action# I had the electrodes 
reapplied* and a 110 volt discharge was sent through for 
0#5 seconds* The immediate * very brief cramping of all the 
muscles was again seen; after a slight pause* the most 
typical epileptic fit began to take place. True it is that 
all had toeir hearts in their mouths and were truly oppressed 
during the tonic phase with apnoea* ashy paleness* and 
cadaverous facial cyanosis - an apnooa which* if it be awe^'- 
inspiring In a spontaneous epileptic fit* now seemed painfully 
never-ending # until at the first deep* stertorous inlnalation* 
and first clonic shudders* the blood ran more freely in the 
bystanders’ veins as well; and* lastly* to the immense relief 
of all concerned* was witnessed a charaotoristic, gradual 
awakening "by steps" * The patient sat up of his own accord, 
looked about him calmly with a vague emile* as thotigh asking 
what was expected of him* I asked him; "What has been 
happening to you?" He answered, with no more gibberish; "I 
don^t Imow* perhaps I have been asleep*
That is how the first epileptic fit experimentally 
induced in man through the electric stimulus took place*
Bo/
ISo sloefeosîiôolî waB Taôm; for enoh was fee name I forthwith 
gave it,'*
While oonvalsiv© feerapF was qnlokly reeognised and 
aooepted in Germany and Switzerland, it was not natll 1938 
that Interest was aroased in Britain, w*E, Thomas and 
I.G* Wilson, after a tonr of the continental clinios, 
presented an official report puhlished hy the Board of 
Control recommending eardiaaol as a form of treatment. By 
this time the disadvantages of pharmacologloally indnced 
convulsions were heing overoome hy the xise of electrical 
stimulation and l,G*T* was heing applied in Britain and 
reported on in 1939,
Scottish mental hospitals were among the first to use 
these new forms of treatment in Britain. The outhreak of war 
ohsc'ured the tread of large-isoalo evidence for the efficacy 
of such physical therapies. If the figures for admission to 
Scottish mental hospitals are examined from 1900 to the 
present they show a striking rise in numhers commencing just- 
prior to the last war and continuing into the immediate 
post-war period, This increase seems to he largely due to 
the increased numhers of voluntary patienta seeking treatment 
in mental hospitals, reflecting not so much an absolute 
increase in the numhers of the mentally ill as an increased 
demand for treatment, This increase follows the Introduction 
of/
of physical treatments hut also coinoiies in Scotland 
with ai^ansionB in administrative and hospital services 
(Rodger, 1957), It is perhaps correct to say that fee 
physical trestraeats eontrihuted to this expansion, and have 
tended to revoltitionise ideas of mental hospital ear© and 
treatment, replacing the previous policy of custodial care 
hy feat of active treatment*
This change of attitude was as important for fee 
psychiatrist as for the patient, since it introduced a 
si#ifleant ehan,@s in his function and role and cmsequently 
in his professional status as a physician*
fee convulsion therapy approach was not immediately 
accepted, Runoh in 1938 commented; "An Italian doctor 
Claims to cur© depression hy giving epilepsy. Any takers?". 
Hinsie in his "Visual outline of Psychiatry" in 1941 still 
east douht on its efficacy* S© says: "Ho system of ideas, 
delusions or hallucinations, obsessions or any train of 
normal thoughts can he caused to disappear through, accidents, 
injuries or artificial means." E,c,T,, however, was most 
readily accepted hy doctors in mental hospitals xfeo "faced 
with wards of humane seemingly doomed to ineessan,t inner 
turmoil, to regression dovrn to the level of a dumh animal 
or even to the vegetative stratum, mute, motionless, fllfey 
and slowly deteriorating, or helligerent or self"destructive,,.* 
clutched/
olutohed at ÛBF of salvation**# (Gwdom^ l%8)*
The rea%lte wliioh were obtained ty the uee of eonvalaant 
procedures were all the more dramatic wliera viewed against 
the historical haclcgromd that phyelolans up till the 1930* a 
were virtually m  powerless to help a major human affliction 
as Hippocrates had heen over B#0OO years previously* Even 
the Blightest rémission or transient improvement was held 
to he aitfflcient to justify the use of these new treatments* 
Protagonists of the psychoanalytic approach felt that 
such physical methods were non^rational and even inhumane. 
Ovarholser ( 1#9) aaserta #at the only oonaiatent motivation 
for using pliyeioal methods \m$ the physician* s need to 
empresa aggression towards the patient* He deplored this 
attititdo and stressed that pliyaical methods represented a 
ragroBSion and arose mainly heaauee of the e^ ccessive length 
and cost of psyohoanalyals* lliis might he rega*rdad as a 
rather parochial view since the physical methods of treatment 
have developed #lte independently and not as siihstitutes 
for# or altamatives to psychoanalysis* Part of the concern 
with the propriety of the treatment arose from attitudes 
to epilepsy* It was felt that the deliherate induction of 
a **disease** such as epilepsy must he fraught with danger 
to the patient as the epileptic attach was indicative of 
hrain damage* Experience with eonvo.lsant therapy and aiore 
recent/
moent work to neurophyelology has shown that the 
conimlBloii is a normal reaction to exooesive atimulation 
end la not In itself pathological#
However# not all psyelioanalyata maintained a categorical 
objection to B»0#T# Wayne (1955) auggastâ that toe 
üharaoterlsticB of the l#G*l% situation may awaken to the 
physician an attitude of omnipotence# a need to cure 
hostile impulses quickly and imreeolved peeping tendencies#
On the other hand antagonism towards E#0#T# may he 
motivated by the physician* s fear of his own sexual and 
aggressive impulses!
Blectroehock was one of several ways In which 
therapeutic eonvalaions could he induced# While it was 
recognised that the convulsion and not the niethod of its 
production was the significant feature of treatment# the 
electrical method possoBoed certain advantages among which 
wore the relative simplicity of the apparatus Itself, both 
to construction and operation# OerXettl and Btoito apparatus 
Involved a source of alteaviatlng current# m mechanical time 
switch# an adjustable voltage output of between 80 and I W  
volts, and a circuit for measuring the resistance of the 
almXl# This latter circuit consisted of a small variable 
D#0#/
D#0# voltage of 2 volts raasclmum# allowing a cuppont of 
1 mllllampepo through the patient to give a reading on a 
motor# On the basis of this measured résistance they 
oalotilated the voltage peqitired to pass 300 to 600 
milliampepes A*0# through the patient# assuming that this 
measure was independent of frequency and oonseguently that 
0$m*s law applied* They found that convalsionB were produced 
by currents of 200 to 6 0 0  mllliamiperes flovî^ /ing for 0#1 to 0#2 
seconds# Tlie eleetrodee were made of thin wire gauss 
fastened to a metal crossbar bxxilt into the headband and 
pressed close to the upper part of the temples# Between the 
wire gauze and the crossbar a rubber ciishion was inserted 
to ensure a uniform close fitting# lo reduce surface 
resistance the temples were shaved, the skin was scrubbed 
and moistened with saline*
In the following year apparatus similar to that of 
Cerletti and Bin! had been devised, built, and its use reported 
in Britain and America (Fleming, Golla and Walter, 1939; 
Kalinowslcy, 1939; Bhepley and McGregor, 1939) # Strauss and 
Macphall (I9h0) were the first in this country to Introduce 
a portable electrical convulsive apparatus and to recommend 
this treatment under outx>atient conditions# They included 
an alternating current circuit for measuring the patient* s 
resistance3 using a résistance bridge excited by a low 
voltage/
voltago tranaformer, ■because theii» ea^eMments had eJiovm 
the inaeouraclea of the p3?ovioua methods using dineot 
current measures; for example, the D.O. resistance of a 
l^ atlent measured by an ohmmeter was 370 ohms and by a D.O, 
\lheat3tone bridge was 1,650 oliras} using an A»C, bridge wltîi 
a small current of less than 20Q mlcroamps the lesistance 
obtained was only 0.12 ohms»
Most machines have maintained the same general 
principle as Binl's original device, even for a long time 
incorporating the D.O# measurement of rosistanoe although 
In fact this had little relevance to the resistance which 
would be set up When the A,0, stimulus v/as applied to the 
patient,
Later modifications of the machine have been concerned 
to generate wave forms Independent of the domestic 50 cycles 
A,C, mains supply. Many wave forma have been Introduced, 
varying In shape, In fredueney of repetition and In the 
total duration of the stimulation applied, and attempts have 
been made to relate variations in the stimulation applied 
to variations In the physiological and clinical response. 
Such technical details are discussed by Llberson (1953).
Althougli initially devised as a treatment of 
sohiaophrenla, e,C*T« has been used in many psychiatric 
conditions» Currently the treatment has come to he used 
almost exclusively in the affective illnesses and most text- 
hooks indicate K*0»T, as the treatment of choice in 
depressive conditions*
The following is a short review of some typical 
results reported wltlx K«0,T, in various psychiatric disorders.
Schizophrenia. The therapeutic use of convulsions 
was originally directed toi?ards treatment of schizophrenic 
illnesses. Insulin hypoglyeaemia is, however, nowadays 
more often applied in schizophrenia as this illness tends 
to prove unresponsive to E.O.T» alone, although Loixea Ihor 
at the International dongress in Paris (1950) considered #iat 
a.O.T* was on effective treatment of scliizophrenia if a long 
series of convulsions was applied. He considered that at 
least 30 convulsions were necessary to obtain good remission 
rates in schizophrenia. Of %e schisophrenic group of 
illnesses, catatonic excitement is considered to he the most 
favourable group for treatment with B.O.T. In this 
particular illness in which the patient is often debilitated 
due to a hi^i degree of activity without adequate intake of 
food and water, it is often necessary to use s.a.T. as an 
emergency/
emergency means of management of the patient and by 
using intensive convulsion treatments the physical and 
mental symptoms may be improved after two or three days 
of treatment* In other types of schizophrenia It is felt 
that the response to E*0*T* Is not so favourable and 
clinicians have preferred to use insulin treatment raldier 
tlian electrical* It is also possible in the treatment of 
schizophrenia to use combined B*G*T« and insulin (Mayer- 
Gross, Slater and Roth, 195tl-)* Hemphill (1942) rocoramendod 
that ïï#0,T» should be triad in all cases of schizophrenia 
before Insulin therapy was instituted. Other workers have 
suggested that intensive B.O.T. to the point of confusion 
can be useful in schizophrenic conditions but on the whole 
there are conflicting reports as to the efficacy of K,0*T* 
in schizophrenia and few reliable figures are available 
because many of #%e studies do not specify the nature or 
duration of Illness (Oook, 1944)*
Ps.vohoneurosis. B*0,T* appears to have few indications
in tlie treatment of the psychoneuroses* Kalinowsky (1953) 
deplores the Indiscriminate use of B,0*T* in such conditions 
and points out that psychoneurotio reactions can be 
aggravated by the ill-advised use of B.O.T. Often the side 
effects of muscular jxain or headache are added to the patient’s 
conversion symptoms and the temporary confusion may increase 
the/
too patientas mixloty# The memoir difaordea:» too# which 
ie ï‘0po3?tod in E.CLT# ^ le often coneldex^d to be worse 
in peychononrotic mees# Generally# although some workers 
have reported Buoceaa with Hî#0#T* in psyohoneurotlc 
Conditions (e*g* Hemphill and Btiiart# 1949)* it is accepted 
that only in psyohonetirotic conditions in which depression 
is present does have any Indication*
^yoh^ais due . to ,.or^ nic brain.Jls^se. Although 
E*a#T# was intended for use in the functional psychoses# 
some ?;orkere have suggested that convulsive treatment is of 
value in treating the psytootic manifestations of brain 
disease such as excitement in acute organic reactions#
B.O.Ti may he used as an adjunctive therapy while specific 
treatment is being undertaken and in this way the patient 
may hecome more co-^ operative or tractable# The symptomatic 
depression which develops during treatment hy AOra or 
cortisone has been claimed to he treated auccessfully hy
Of all the organic conditions, the use of E#G*T# in 
epilepsy seems to he the most interesting# Barly on it was 
considered that B#0#T» itself might ho a specific treatment 
for epilepsy as the convulsive threshold could he raised hy 
E#G#T# to a level at which spontaneous fits could ha prevented, 
Oaplan ( 19^ &5) roportod success in using B#0#T# as an accessory 
to/
td routine pharmaoologioal methods# He showed that# 
when convulsiona poraist in apito of fall doses of anti- 
oonvtxlaive drugs# comvalaive treatment may he of value even 
for institutional opileptioe# Tîie x^ ationale was that E*C*T# 
would replace the apontaneouB epileptic fits occurring at 
inconvenient times or In dangerous olrcumetances by 
convulsions electrically Induced under controlled conditions 
of time and place* In 2k casea treated on this haslB half 
showed a reduction in the incidence of fits to lose than one 
qitartor of their former numher* In 16 eases with an 
aesooiated psychosis the symptoms were ameliorated in nine 
patients# Irritability and aggressiveness were found to be 
particularly amenable to treatment by However, the
effects of the treatment both on the fits and psychotic 
aymptoms was transient#
Apart from the convulsion itself there have been 
successful applications of E#0*T* in cases of epilepsy where 
psychic equivalents were an important feature of the illnoas* 
Buoh equivalents as automatism# irritability# clouding of 
consciousnOBB# etc* are generally regarded as heralding the 
onset of a grand mal convulsion# It is felt that If this 
grand mal Is produced artificially auoh equivalents can be 
avoided and the epileptic twilight state can be induced in 
its duration#
crtî«taa»c:sj<iaçpé^ i
lu patients Buffering from psycho­
pathic persanallty, ae:mal deviation and oven mental 
cteficionoy# has boon used and occaalonaX b u c c o b b  is
reported# These reports are usually of a single case and 
suocoas may be claimed on the basie of the removal of the 
accompanying affective disturbance auoh as depreaslon#
B#0*T# has also been advocated as a treatment in the removal 
of intractable pain and even at one time as a treatment of 
rheumatoid arthritis on the basis that the natural 
liberation of AOTH which occurs with B#G#T# would bo as 
affective a treatment of the arthritis as massive doaee 
introduced into the body#
Affpotive disorders* Bennett (1938) was the first to 
report successes In the treatœnt of depressive psychosis' 
by pharmacological convulsions# In the same year other 
workers confirmed his succossee (Bow et al,, 1938; Oook and 
Ogden, 1 9 3 8 )# Muller (1938) listed the reports from various 
workers and records an. over^ a^ll recovery rate of 58% with 
a further 13% improvement in a total group of I W  patients, 
Bemett (1941) having treated 146 patients suffering from 
affective disorders by means of convulsion therapy, reported 
53% complete recovery and 4 1^*% social remissions# In 19!i2 
Furst and Btouffer reported that of 6 5  patients treated by 
E#0#T# for affective disorders, 73% were able to leave 
hospital/
Îîospital after an average of only 45 toys an& another 
11^ wore improved* lapastato and Alraanel noted that the 
remission rate of 80^, wMoh they obtained in a group of 
patieixts suffering from affeetiv© peyohosis and treated 
hy E.G.T.j was exactly the sane as for metraaol-induced 
oonvuleions (Oaplan, 1945)» fitzgerald (1945) reported 
78^ recovered and 17/» improved after treating 150 cases of 
depression hy E.O.T* Batt (1943) deserihed 100 depressive 
psychoses treated with electrioally Induced convulsions in 
whom Improvement was Obtained in 07 oases*
These early reports showed encouraging results with 
E.G.T* in oases of depressive psychosis. When duration of 
illness was investigated in relation to prognosis it seemed 
that, contrary to the findings for schizophrenia whore the 
length of the illness was a significant factor, in the 
depressive psychoses even chroniccases can respond to 
convulsive tlierapy# Fitzgerald (1943) classified his cases 
according to duration of illness and found recovery rates to 
he 76/ out of 89 under one year, 13 out of 17 between one 
and two years and nine out of SO over tlu?ee years’ duration.
He concluded that, except In cases of more than three years’ 
duration of illness, the results of treatment are not affected. 
The fact that good results arise early in the use of any 
treatment is recognised. It is cynically observed that in 
many/
many of the physical therapies a recovery rate of tlie 
order of 2/3 of the treated group can he obtained with 
almost any new substance» More constructively one can 
claim that such factors as sugaestihlllty, the patient's 
and doctor's enthusiasm for the treatment, changes in the 
amount of attention paid to the patient and environmental 
changes can produce quite striking results which, however, 
are not necessarily due to the esdiihltion of any particular 
treatment. Hovvever, at about this time a survey was under­
taken by Penrose and fterr (1943) which, in its design, was 
able to eliminate the ad hoc nature of the conventional 
Clinical trial, ïlslng actuarial methods they evaluated the 
results of shook therapy by estimating the chances of 
recovery of patients remaining in hospital without such 
treatment, From a study of the hospital records of Ontario 
Mental Hospitals they found that during 1941 and 1942 56/ 
less patients on the average suffered from affective psychosis 
than would have been the ease if no 8,0,T, had been given.
In 1950;when most clinicians were being impressed by 
the success of k.O.T,, Karagulla (1950) published the results 
of an investigation of the effectiveness of E»0,T, in 
depressive states compared to conservative treatment. Using 
two groups of patients treated a t the Royal Edinburgh Hospital 
for Mental and Nervous Disorders in the years 1900-1939 as 
controls/
ooîiteoXa# Bto oompaï^ ed groupe of patiesita treated by
E*G.#T* in the years 1940-1948* As a result of her study 
of the comparative results obtained from the six groups she 
eonoluded that ^^tlie pereentage rate of recovery does not 
vary gx’OÊitly whether patients are treated conservatively 
07} with electric convulsion therapy; such sliiÿht differences 
as may exist are etEtistlcally insignificant”# and also 
”tho use of E#G*T* did not shorten the duration of 
hoapitalisation to any significant degree”#
%ese conclusions were surprising to clinicians# 
particularly because the paper quoted authoritative support 
for her arguments and statistical i^asonlng# However# Slater 
( 1951) reexamined her report and ûmw attention to the fact 
that the differential improvement rate in favour of the 
1900-1939 'gî^ oup could be attributed to the greater period of 
time in which such improvement could occur in coaatrast to 
the el0%t year period in the E#Q#T# group# Moro important 
was his observation that laragulla had in fact obscured a 
higher recovery rate and lower death rate by a statistical 
device* Arguing that ”death unless in the form of suicide 
cannot be attributed to the depressive process” she had 
recalculated tîie percentage of recovery# Improved and not 
improved after all deaths worn omitted* Slater maintained 
that death was a risk attaching to leaving depressive patients 
untreated/
Dy E .o .t»  Reapp3?ai04»g tlje  fig u res  w ith  âeath 
retôs iacluâoa shaweâ a hi#&0r p3?epopti®a ot reooveMes in 
the treated group* Again Kare^îlla'e elaira that leng#. of 
hospitalisation was net reâueea in B,G»T* eases was #.mm 
to rest on s. eemperisen with a emtrel untreated group 
during the some period. Her figures shewed that a 
eonslderahle period of time ©lapsed hetween admission and the 
■beginning of treatment# Any patient admitted to hospital 
during 1948-19W and who reeovered rapidly would be oounted 
in the eontrol group# # e  treated group thus had an ab 
initio seleetioa in favour of oases with long duration# The 
effects of this selection are to bias t M  study in favour of . 
the proiUioetically less favourable group and to add to the 
period of hospitalisation th.e period of non-recovery# Slater* 
arguments reverse Karagulla*s propositions and make her work 
0 strong confirmation of the effectiveness of b»0#T# in
isven with the newer euphoriant and truuquiliising agents 
B#0*T# is still considered the treatment of choice for 
depressive illnesses and a response is generally observed 
after a course of five to ei#t treatments* Most of the 
range of depressive illnesses is capable of response to E*0,T, 
althou# there are types of illness in which accompanying 
complications/
oompXications may raduoa the expected high recovezT rate - 
for example # dopreaelonB complicated by arteriosoleroBls or 
by BOnile cerebral changée# However^ 3:^oth and Eiorrleeey 
(1952) have argued that very often the diagnosia of a senile 
deteriorative illnoaa can he offered on inadequate clinical 
groiinde and that a careful examination of the aenlle patient 
can chow the illnees to he dopreeaive in nature# and thus 
amenable to treatment hy E#o#T.
In general# in the manic opieodea of affective illneaaea 
treatment hy B#0*T# ia felt to he heat imdortaken cm an 
intensive haais# i#e# aeveral treatments daily for a period 
of three or four claye until the manic episode ahov/o response# 
In recurrent deproaelono or recurrent manias the treatment 
does not prevent future recurrences* However# since E#0#T# 
reduces the length of the depressive or manic epieodo its 
tl').erapeutio efficiency can ho judged in terms of the length 
of îxoapitaliaation neceaaary for the episode of the Illness 
or in the prevention of suicide*
One further justification has to he offered# vis* that# 
when it is possible to give B#o*T# on an out-patient basis# 
it is often, feasible to allow a patient suffering from an 
affective disorder to remain both at home and at work while 
still being treated for a disorder which ml^it otherwise have 
led to his hospitalisation for a long period* The recurrent 
manic/
Biantci 037 depreaeivQ patient can be inaaoed to Follow à 
jTOgimo wh037eby he repents to hospital to tmdentake a 
prophjrlaotio oonnse of treatment hy K.O.T, as soon as ho 
hecomos aTrare of th© earliest symptoms of his recurring 
illness, Tiiis is illustrated in the following case,
Gase Histoiw. A So year old retired Air Force officer 
was certified at the request of his family, acting on the 
advice of the family lawyer, hecause he had heoome involved 
in an immense financial commitment which he was unahle to 
meet and hecause his judgment in husiness was considered to 
he faulty. He was diagnosed as suffering from a manic attack. 
On admission he was a tall, wiJTy, hyperactive man, constantly 
explaining a series of speculative ventures which he "had 
just thou#it up". One such scheme involved turning the whole 
hospital into a private sanatorium - "You chaps ou#it to 
stress Sana- not Insanatorium,,«extend on a husiness footing 
and your salary’s trehled". Because of his liahillty to 
fatigue and impatient disregard for food he was heavily 
sedated and a course of B*0»T, vmn hegun. After six treat­
ments he was tractahle and ohjectively calm, and he was ahle . 
to consult with his husiness associates to solve his 
financial difficulties.
The history of the illness showed that over the previous 
ten years he had suffered from a cyclical series of manic 
episodes occurring on the average annually and lasting for 
ahout/
about six weeks* Although M s  hasio hypomanie personality 
tfas an asset in husiness, the acute manic episodes had 
previously led to difficulties as on the ooeasion of his 
admission» From his account of the illness he recognised 
that such manic attacks were heralded hy sudden changes 
in sleeping hahlts and he agreed to return to hospital for 
a course of wten he noticed these cîiangea* For the
aid)sequent four years he successfully maintained id-iis regime*
The successful use cf i,o,T, in depressive illnesses 
was dependent upon the physical suitahllity of patients 
to undergo this convulsive treatment. Although the contra- 
Indications discussed hy Kalinovvalcy and Hoch (1952) are 
far fewer than an a priori judgement would have predicted, 
it was felt that tolei'sno© of the treatment would he improved 
in patients with cardiac disease or skeletal damage if the 
convulsive movements during treatment could he reduced or 
inhihited* Benner (1940) used curare as a "relaxant" drug 
in order to prevent possible complications. Since that 
time a number of shorter-acting "curare-like" substances 
have been used (see Evans, 1954) alone or in oonhination 
with an anaesthetic in the procedure referred to as "modified 
E.O.T."
Montagu (1953) discussed such modified procedures and 
pointed/
pointed out that as the possibility of complications 
could not be predicted it would be justifiable always to 
use the modified method as a routine* Kalinowsky (1952) 
and Maolay (1953) suggested that the relaxant technique 
should only be used with caution as the rolascants in their 
turn are potentially liable to complications# However, auoh 
complications can be prevented by the employment of a 
skilled anaesthetist during 1*0.T» and tfie modified form 
of the treatment has now become a routine measure* In 
fact the finding at a recent medico-legal appeal (Lancet, 
February 1957) was to the effect that a failure to use 
relaxants might nowadays be considered to be professional 
negligence#
@10 observations reported in this thesis were, however, 
all carried out on patients being given the unmodified fom 
of the treatment and in several instances patients under­
going the modified treatment were deliberately not selected* 
This means that by present day standards the material is 
atypical, for at the beginning of these investi^tions the 
practice ims to use modified treatment only in special cases* 
In subsequent investigations, in the interests of homogeneity, 
this criterion of observing only "raw" IS#0»T# was maintained# 
Apart from keeping the sample studied homogeneous it allowed 
the effects of the E.O.T* Itself to be reflected without 
secondary/
0BS®adary effects from amestheties yielding si@iificant 
psyehologioal changes$ or reducing the patient’s accessibility, 
While net directly relevant, it is ef interest to note 
that no really authoritative statement îias been made of 
whether in fact #ie modifications of the treatment have 
any effect on the results of the treatment* There have 
been several impreseionistio statements to the effect that, 
while the modified treatment yields results comparable to 
the unmodified, #@ former has advantages in reducing the 
patient’s fear or apprehension* Ardis and wyilie (1953) in 
their study found a small group of patients who apparently 
did not give a response to modified E*8#T* such as would 
have been expected from "straight" E,o*T#
Beager (1958) carried out a comparison of the results 
of unmodified and modified 1*0 «T* by a follow-up at one 
year, l8 months and two years after treatment. He reports 
that "these figures show a tendency for patients who receive 
modified treatment to make a less satisfactory recovery after 
a longer stay in hospital". His experiment is not crucial, 
however but his findings warrant further investigation using 
matched groups of patients. His results justify the 
precaution taken in this study of invostigatlng only 
homogeneous groups with respect to mcQiod of treatment.
As a readymade conoitieim to this section the 
following qttotatlon ean "be need. It represents Information 
given to patients and relatives when the treatment ooneent 
fom Is presented for slg^ iatnre# such information is 
asually presented vezbslly but in the Washington area it 
was deeided to prepare a written information sheet to give 
to the patient and relatives for reference* The text is 
quoted from correspondence of Drs» Soûls and Groh xvhieh 
appeared la tîie A#Bî*A.« Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry 
for duly 1956.
"BleetroBhoofc therapy is an. accepted form of 
treatment for certain types of nervous and mental 
illness* It has been used successfully in thousands 
of cases since its introduction in 1938* It is one 
of the most effective ways of treating depressed 
patlonts with suicidal tendencies or patients who 
might otherwise require prolonged hospitalisation*
@10 psychiatrist himself gives the treatment, 
using a specially desired eleotronio instrument*
@10 treatment oonsists of passing a controlled 
electric current between two electrodes applied to 
the patient's temples* In some instances, %e 
patient may be given raedieation prior to treatment 
to reduce tension and produce muaoular relaxation*
The/
The patient expertenoee no dloeomfort or pain 
ânrÎBg the treatmentI he does mot feel the eleotrlo 
current and has m.o memory of the treatment# When 
the treatmem.t Xb given^  the patient hecomeâ 
immediately miooneeloue and hue strong museular 
coatractione of a comvulBiire mature# 0?heee oomtr- 
aotloma last 3 5  to 50 eecomda# Complété relaxation 
follows aïid aevoral minutes later the patient 
gradually regains oomeolouaneae# Hia condition is 
similar to that of a patient emerging from hrlef 
anaoBtheeia* Within 15 to 6 0  minutes ? the confiteion 
clears and the patient is ahle to recognize M a  
eurroundlngà# Following this? the patient la per­
mitted to get Up and ahout* Headache and nausea 
sometimes occur» but these are infrequent and usually 
respond rapidly to simple treatment#
The numher of treatments In any given case will 
vary vfith the condition heing treated g and the 
individual response to treatment* The frequency of 
treatment will also vary with each case* As the 
treatments progress (usually after the 3rd and 4th 
treatment) a certain amount of haslness of memory 
and confusion develops# This memory impairment Is 
transitory and clears up witliin several weeks 
following/
following the last treatment#
Bleotroshook therapy* like any other medical 
or surgical procedure involves a certain amount 
of calculated risk* Complications are infrequent^ 
the moat common being fractures and/or dislocations 
of the extromitioBj or fractures of the vertebrae* 
These may sometimes occur* in spite of all pre­
cautions and must he looked upon as a recognised 
hazard of the treatment* Should such an injury 
occur* the patient and his family will he notified 
and urged to call in a physician compétent to treat 
the complication*
During the hospital treatment* the patient’s 
general cere is provided by the hospital personnel*
On discharge from the hospital* the patient begins 
a "convalescent period” of several weelts’ duration 
during which he must be under strict supervision of 
some member of the family or some responsible person 
selected by the family* This precaution is necessary 
because of toe temporary mental confusion and 
impairment of memory* During this entire period* 
the patient is not permitted to drive an automobile 
to transact any business or to carry on his usual 
employment until the doctor gives his permission*
Ho ohôtîla not bo psvialtteâ to leave the house ualess 
aeeompaaied hy a respensihle oompmiion heomuee of 
the poBslhillty that he may wander off and got 
lost* Supervlelea Is very Important and must he 
provided hy a reapottsihle person»
Finally, a word ahout the results of treatment. 
Although the results in most oases are gratifying, 
not all oases will respond equally well# As in all 
forms of medioal treatment in general, some patients 
will recover promptly; osiers will recover only to 
relapse again and require further treatment; still 
others may fall to respond at all,
The ahove information has "been prepared to 
answer some of the most frequently asked questions 
concerning ©lectroshook therapy» The treating 
psychiatrist will he glad to answer any further 
questions which may occur to the patient or his family, 
When the patient is treated hy the amhulatory 
or outpatient method the family, or someone desigiated 
hy the family, has definite and real responsibility 
for %ie patient’s care. The patient is escorted to 
the hospital or the doctor’s office. The responsible 
person stays with the patient until he reacts from
toe teeatment then edconte him baolc home# 
toping the approximately two-week period of treatment 
and for at least two or three weeks following 
termination of treatment the patient mnst be nnder 
the etriot supervision and companionship of the 
family*”
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A follow-up study of all patients who had S.C.T, 
a® outpatients at the Manchester Royal Infirmary during 
the previous three and a half years was carried out in 
Decemher 1952* This period was chosen hecause after 
this date relaxant drugs were used routinely in the 
application of B»0,T, Patients covered in this follow- 
Up were seloeted as having been treated without relaxant 
drugs, special oases in which relaxant drug® had been 
ez^ iiblted having been excluded# ®ie follow-up was done 
by post on patients whose names appeared in s.g.t . record 
books* Patients vjere seat a reply paid letter which told 
them that the hospital was interested in how they had fared 
after receiving electric treatment and asked them to 
indicate 'Cdiether in their opinion they had fully recovered, 
had improved to some extent, were no better or were worse 
after having this treatment*
The original form of the questionnaire had included 
specific questions On side effects of treatment but it was 
felt that these items had been acting a® clues to what the 
patient felt should be the expected anwere# The final form 
of the letter, ■Saerefore, Included only an open question 
asking/
aalcing pationtB to express m y  eommonta about the 
treatment whieh they oareê to make@ In order to try and 
get a more apontaneauB indication of m y  side effeeta#
On the whole it m m  felt that it was better to mlBs 
reports of these side effects rather than to have such 
effects exaggerated in the atndy by auggaating them* Over 
5 0 0  returned forme were finally available* representing 
almost 5 0 ^ of the letters originally sent ont*
From, the caaenotes the mmber of treatments recommended 
and the eotuaX mtmber of treatments given were obtained* 
Although the number of treatments recommended was not 
always recorded* the appmved course In- the clinic was to 
recommend a dosage of six In the first instance
with a routine reappraisal of the case after the sixth 
treatment# numbers of treatment actually given when 
analysed suggested that the likelihood of discontinuing 
treatment was greatest up to the third treatment of the 
course* and as three treatments was not considered clinically 
to be an ade<iuate number to determine improvement with E*o*T** 
all cases who had not had at least four treatments %mre 
excluded#. h77 cases which remained after this selection 
showed a distribution of the number of treatments 
m/
as follovïB!-
h 19
i ^
I all
9 W
10 39
11 10
12 1
n  ^ k77
The modal number of treatments in this group Is* 
therefore* the most usually prescribed mWber* via# eight# 
It should, of course, be noted that within this three-and- 
a-half year period some of the patienta did in fact have 
more than one course of M#c#T* The figures above refer 
to one course onXy^
Of the total groiip examined 394 considered themselves 
to have improved and 83 reported no Improvement# This 
yields an overall improvement rate of 82#6?? which is high 
for such a mixed diagnostic group# Pax>t of the reason for 
the elevated improvement rate Is, of course, the fact that 
the follow-up was conducted on patients who had been for 
some long time out of hospital care# Many of these patients
were Buffering from illnesBes #hloh by their nature were 
eelf-llmitiug, Thus the effect of the treatment is only 
partly reflected in the results of such a follow-up*
Of taie 477 patients 212 were male and 269 were female* 
The average age for the group was 40*1 years with no 
significant sex difference (males 39*2» females 40*3)* 
lllhen the improvement rate la calculated by sex it shows 
79,3?^  for males and 83»2hfi for females» tlie difference 
by X being marginally significant at the p =«: 0,06 level, 
(see Appendix A. These calculations were carried out on a 
smaller group of 359 patients, 162 male and 197 female 
because of the inadequacies and discrepancies in case 
records* It was only In this latter group that age and 
diagnosis could only be confirmed in the records* The 
proportion of male to female In this smaller group is, 
however, not significantly different from that of the larger 
group,)
This group represents a heterogeneous dlagaostio sample 
During the period studied # e  referral of cases for l.O.T. 
had been the responsibility of several physicians each of 
whom apparently selected patients on different grounds.
Thus the group includes a wider range of diagnosis than the 
expected affective disorders*
Diagnoses/
Diagnoses were reduced to the following olasBiflcations
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Depression 
Melancholia 
Undogenous depression 
Beourrent depression 
Agitated melancholia
Senile depression 
Involutional melancholia 
Menopausal depression 
Puerperal depression
leaotiv© depression 
Depression with 
psyehoneurosiB 
Psychoneurotic depression’
Effort syndrome 
Anxiety reaction 
Hysteria 
Phobic reaction 
Heurasidxenla 
Obsessional disorder 
Heurotic character 
Post«traumatlc neurosis
Schiaophrenia 
Parapîirenia 
Alcoholic hallucinosis 
Impotence
Cyclothymic personality
Psychotic
Depression
n as
Neurotic 
Depression 
n a 31
Psyoho-
neurosis
n 4k'
The main distinction lies betvreen psychotic depressive 
reactions and the psychoneurotlc reactions* Witîiin the 
former group an attempt was made to single out special 
instances of affective disorders stioîi as senile. Involutional, 
menopausal or puerperal forms of %ie illnees* For want of a 
better term these were headed "Depression of eiaoehs".
181^  « 03.4^
Female =3©  ~ 83,
DepreBstQK of epochs || = 80,5?S
12Mal© = ^  = 13%
Female S3 88#6jS
2§miâl®uilâà 64 #5!^
Mal© a ^  = 47.1?S 
Female « #  = 85,7)%
Mal©
Female 16
« 60% 
a 66*6%
It will he noted that the ©ex difference noted in 
the improvement rate© for tîie whole group seems to he 
derived from the hi^er recovery rates for female patients 
in the categories "depression of epochs" and "depression 
with psyohoneurosie"«
When inter-group comparisons are made it will he 
seen from Table I (derived from appendix A) that there is 
no significant difference between the "affective disorder" 
group/
lABLE I
ü*W i #  I
FrobabiXilTy Values - lelationship between
BiaCTostlc Qate^oriee
"'    — —
Affective
Disorders
Depression 
of epochs
Depression 
with psycho- 
nauroâis
Psycho-
neurosis
Âffàctlve
j)l8orâer
0.75 0.01 0.006
Bepreaeion 
of epooîiB 0.75 0,02 0.008
Depression 
with psycho- 
neurosis
0.01 0,02 0.95
Psyohoneuroais 0.006 0,008 0.95 *#
gvoxip and the ’'depi’OBsicai of epoelie" group and none 
betv/een the "depression with psyehoneurosis" group and 
the "psyohonourosis" group. ®ie other diffei’enoes are seen 
to be Bi@iifloant* This finding confirms the specific 
nature of the response to S.O.T» in diagnostlo categories 
and confirms the points made about the clinical use of the 
treatment discussed in Section I«
Apart from this rating by the patients of the 
effectiveness of H,G#T. the responses to the open question 
asking for any comments about tlie treatment proved of 
interest. About a quarter of the returns showed some 
comments by the patients # some laudatory and Some 
uncomplimentary. Apart from these general statements the 
tv;o main items of interest were complaints of memory 
difficulties subsequent to the treatment and apprehension 
or fear of the treatment wliile it was being given,
Gomnlaints of memory diffioultv. Ei^ty patients 
(16*8%) spontaneously recorded difficulties in remembering 
after treatment* Only three of these cases, however, gave 
any indication that such difficulty had persisted beyond 
several weeks after the end of a course of treatment.
Others reported that their difficulty had not persisted,
O m  male patient wrote:
"Resuming full duties at ray work the week following 
termination/
termination, of the eleotrioal treatment, I found 
memory at first more notlceahlv dletufbod; names 
of people, or alternatively faces, events in gaps, 
even tiie technical side of my work (horticulture) * 
in v&lQh I have spent my full life, seemed strange, 
and effort to recall seemed very disturbing, malting 
exeoutivo work somewhat difficult# Despite this I 
still felt progressive improvement and after two 
weeks 1 had two weeks* holiday*.# # #from then on 
dispensing with the need of sleeping tablets and 
still steadily improving*"
Tho signifioanco of such changes in ability to 
remember will be discussed In a later section* For the moment 
It can be seen from Appendix A that the test of 
sigulficance of the relationship between complaints of 
memory difficulty noted in this form and the degree of 
Improvement claimed by the patients was not significant 
(F « 0#5)* It would seem on this evidence that the complaint 
of memory difficulty occurs independently of clinical result# 
Complaints., of fe.^ r o,f treat^ on;ti# Bixty-threo patients 
(13#2?^  of the total group) indicated that tliey had 
experienced apprehension or fear of having E#G*T# Borne 
used terms to indicate that they were terrified before each 
treatment, others that they wore very worried about the 
treatment/
treatment but were mable to specify what this worry was#
One female patient wrote: "It was not being afraid that 
you W0 uldn*t wake up after the ehooke# It was a worry about 
not walking up and not feeling properly# The thouglit of 
having gas at the dentist*a never used to worry me before."
Of these 6 3  patients \ilio Indicated fear or apprehension 
retrospectively, only five of thorn however considered that 
they had not benefited from treatment by E#0*T* Compering 
the proportion of assessed recovered among those retro- 
Bpectively reporting fear of the treatment with those who 
did not report such fear It was found that the difference 
yielded by teat was significant (P « 0#05? see Appendix A)# 
The direction of ai#iificance is such that apparently a 
higher proportion of those patients who expressed fear of 
B#0*T* also felt themselves to be improved by It#
This was not an easy finding to accept, particularly 
vâien no obvious intermediate relationship was available and 
one was left to eonaider the direct relationship between 
fear of treatment and improvement# However, the method of 
the investigation, although direct and simple in administration, 
had the following faults:-
a) That the open question in the original letter allowed 
for randomness in the patient*s replies# The amount of 
information returned is a function of the proportion of the 
total/
group cîiooaing to report fear and not of the actual 
number v/ho actually experienced fear. From the data there 
is no way of assessing the number of patients vAio may have 
experienced fear hut did not report it.
h) That tïie time which had elapsed since the treatment 
varied considerahly among the total group followed up.
There is the possihility that less fear would he reported 
after some considerahle time had elapsed since treatment.
d) The total number of patients reporting such fear 
(i.e. 63) is small enough to represent a suheampl© of the 
total group and the reported fear could occur predominantly 
within one diagnostic category either determined hy the 
potential response to treatment (as in the affective 
disorder group) or in the group where general anxiety 
reactions might he expected to predominate (the psycho- 
neurotic group). If this were so a comparison of the 
proportions of those recovered and reporting fear would 
show (a) no advantage compared to #ie proportions reporting 
recovery in the affective disorder group and (h) an increased 
significance when compared to the proportion reporting 
recovery in the psyohoneurotic group.
This latter point was capable of being examined 
further as an hypothesis. If fear of treatment wore related 
to nonspecific anxiety or fear-reaotions independent of 
treatment/
treatmeat then in a psychoneurotic group tlio mmber of 
patiente reporting euoîi fear of treatment would be lilgher 
and would be independent of the response to troatsient#
It was possible to obtain an experimental group which 
would allow this îiypothesta to bo examined# At a weekly 
teaching clinic it was recognised that because of selection 
of patients as teaching material a high proportion of 
psyohoneurotic reactions would be encountered# Out of this 
group a regular number of patients was referred for out­
patient E#G#T# Observations were carried out on 50 such 
consecutive patients at a follow-up clinic one month after 
the completion of their course of outpatient treatment#
Some degree of selection is involved in that only those 
patients who had attended for a minimum of four treatments 
were included# This was done, as previously, in order to 
reflect a degree of improvement which could be ascribed to 
E#C#T# This selection, however, operates against rather 
than exaggerates any positive finding as the procedure 
eliminates some patients who had stopped treatment before the 
prescribed course had been completed and fear-apprehension of 
the treatment is one of the most important reasons for 
stopping treatment*
During/
Daring the follow-«^ up interview the patient* s response 
to the treatment was asseeeed cllnleally, based on the 
reports of the patient and hie relatives and on tJie 
absence of side effects# This assessment was recorded 
on a four-point scales-
referring to complete absence of 
symptoms with full return to work or to household 
duties#
b) Improved meant some reduction In symptoms but not 
necessarily Involving complete return to work or 
to household duties* It was felt by the cllnloian, 
however, that no further treatment would be 
necessary#
c) Blipfil^ jRiiurovemeh^  referred to some reduction in 
aynptoma but that further treatment mi#%t be 
necessary before improvement could be ensured*
d) Ho improvement covered those patients In whom 
no change in symptoms could be noted or v/hoae 
condition was worsened#
During these interviews questions were directed 
generally at the patient * s attitude to the treatment, trying 
to avoid any suggestions about fear or apprehension# The 
first question was "How did you feel about having the 
treatment?" If the patient indicated that he had experienced 
fear/
fear he was aoked to describe 'the fear furtlier# If his 
reply to the first question was noncommilfcal he was asked 
if he would reooiamead electrical treatment to another 
person who migüat need it* .toy misgivings he mi^t have 
here wore followed up by asking for explanations*. Finally, 
if the patient had not indicated any fear in his replies 
to these two questions he was asked "Was there anything 
about the treatment that worried you?" This latter question 
was used deliberately to confirm that fear had not been 
reported*
The preamice of fear of the treatment was recorded 
on a four-point scales-*
0 none expressed 
4 « alight apprehensiveness
4-f marked apprehensivenees but not sufficient 
to interfere with the patientas co-operation 
in treatment*
f4^4 K very marked fear generally necessitating
special reassurance during the course of the 
treatment or leading to abandonment after less 
than the prescribed course (but including at 
least four treatments)*
In the gi^ oup of 50 consecutive patients there were 34 
females and 16 males, giving a much hi#ier preponderance of 
females than in the group in investigation I# The average 
age of the group was 39»9 years (males 40*1, females 39*8)• 
Aithou# the average age for males was hi#ier in this group
than for females It was not slgiifloantly so and none of 
these averages differed signifi®^D.tly from the average of 
the larger group previously investigated# Tîie frequency 
distribution of ages was narrower in range than in the 
follow-up group but not significantly so (see Appendix B).
% e  composition of the group by diagnosis as in investigation X 
was as follows:-
Affective disorders 
(including depression 13 4 9
of epochs)
Depression with h* o to
peychoneurosiB ^
Psyohonourosis 22 9 13
Miscellaneous 1 1 0
50 16 34
This shows the preponderance in this, group of psycho­
neuroses and depressions with psychoneitroses, differing from 
the group examined in investigation I where affective disorders 
predominated#
The ratings for degree of Improvement and the amount 
of fear exprasaed are given in Table II.* The improvement 
rate for the group ( improved  ^much improved) is 
significantly lower than the overall rate for the group 
examined in investigation X and accords with the improvement 
rate found for the psychoneurotic subgroup in that investigation 
(i#e#/
ÎABLB II
lolaiîloneîhip between fear of treatment and 
reaponeo to treatment
1 Ratisag 
of foar
Much
Improved
Improved SlightlyïînproTod
Not
Improved
'Totale
i*!-* 2 1 2 1 6 12/o
4 4 1 2 11 229^
9 4 1 3 17 34/»
0
m f
5 3 2 6 16 32/
Totale 20 12 6 12 , 50 100/
1 ÿ 40^ S4?5 125^ 24^
1 1 ■ -I
100$^
(l#e# 63*6%)^
Table II also bIiotb that 6B% of tiae group reported 
oome degree of fear of treatment and 3^% claimed to have 
e^cperlenced no fear* To teat the hypothesla that tîiis fear 
was Independent of the responae to treatment* two by two 
contingency tables were constructed (see Appendix B)*
The ratings of fear of treatment were capable of being split 
In two ways one Including all patients who had expressed 
any degree of fear and contrasting this group with those who 
were considered to have experienced no fear* and the other 
by grouping together those patients who had experienced 
marked apprehensiveness (4-4-) and very marked fear (+++) and 
comparing this group with th.ose patients vûxo had reported 
only slight apprehension (*f) or no fear at all (O). Testing 
for significant departures from independence by ?dth 
Tates* correction for continuity showed that neither of those 
contingencies yielded significance (?== 0*l6 and 0*70 
respectively) *
This finding suggests that In this predominantly 
psychoneurotic group fear of treatment is independent of 
response to B*0*T** i#e# the experience of fear is not 
associated either with a tendency to improve with B*0*T* 
as investigation I had suggested* or with a tendency to show 
no improvements the contrary expectation* It is still possible 
that/
that the aiffopanoe in findings hetwen the previous 
group and this present smaller group mi#.t he explained 
hy an assooiation with diagnostic categories and that in 
a group composed predominantly of affective disorders tJiie 
original observation would still hold. If this were so, 
the overall improvement rate for this group would have been 
higher and the proportion of those in the affective disorder 
group reporting fear would he larger than in the psycho» 
neurotic group,
Table III shows #ie relationship between the ratings 
of fear reported and dia^oetic categories. In the 
affective disorder group ei#it out of 13 patients, and in 
tlie psychoneurotic group 14 out of 22 report seme degree 
of fear or apprehension of treatment. These proportions 
do not differ sisilfieantly. It would thus appear that the 
hypothesis based on the assumption that fear of treatment 
is related to nonspecific anxiety associated with the 
dia©iosis of psyohoneurosls is not confirmed,
from Table III, however, it can be noted tlmt in the 
group of patients diagnosed as suffering from depression 
with psyohoneurosls, end who could be assumed to be a 
diagnostic raid-group between affective disorders and psycho- 
neurosis, there appears to be a hi# proportion of the group 
who show fear of treatment, only two patients reporting 
no/
TTT ^.
Patientu rejpox^ ting fear of treatment
wmm im  ,'W W i k it
Eating of fear of 
treatment
Affective Disordere
Deprae BioH with P#y ohome w o  ale
Pa.yehoneuroeie
'Mi e 0 eilame oub
itfwwftwi
0
no fear* However $ this prox>ortion la not confirmecl aa 
being atatistioailv algnlfloant from the other malîi 
diagnoatlo groups (see Appendix B)*
There appears to be no confirmation of Mie finding 
In Investigation t of a relationship between fear of 
treatment and response to treatment* B'urther# it la not 
confirmed that such fear occure more fregn<^ ntlv in one 
diagnostic category than any other* Perhaps more impox*tant 
clinically ia the assertion that fear of K*0*T* need not 
necessarily detract from the response to the treatment*
M m s a m A a
It is interesting to note ttiat in the 20 years in 
which escperience of S|*0*T* has accumulated> the significance 
of and even the presence of fear of the treatment has only 
boon slowly recognised* In Section I it was pointed out 
that an important benefit in the development of K*0*T. hy 
Gerletti and Bini was the absence of fear such as was noted 
in patienta undergoing other forms of convulsion therapy*
Fear in metravel therapy^ for example» was recognised and 
documented* Clark and Horhury (1941) deacrihed the "fleeting 
hut quite definite and almost animal^like expression of 
fear that appears just before the first tonic convulsive 
tightening of the body"* Bo significant did fear appear to 
these/
these authors that they suggested that the mechanism 
of recovery in metrasol therapy was derived from the 
engendered fear and that the patient» rathox» than submit 
to the periodic repetition of this fear» would find life 
loss difficult if he returned to sanity* Other authors 
also attributed the therapeutic effect of metrasol to the 
experience of fear*
Kalinowaky (1956) points out in this connection that 
"the therapeutically ineffective tortures of previous times» 
and the ineffectiveness of painful electric stimuli used in 
psychotics prior to the shook era proved that fear could 
not he the effective agent» and when electroshock therapy 
was introduced this theory was abandoned"*
With E#C*T* on the other hand» it was assumed #%at the 
03sperienco was relatively bland for the patients who when 
"asked about their sensations affirm that they Icnow notMng? 
simply having slept"» (Oerletti and Bin!» 1938). Bven 
several years later authors such as Cook (1944) and Lev/is 
(1943) were still impressed by the minimal presence or total 
absence of fear in patients undergoing electrical treatment# 
Abse ( 19^1.2) was one of the first to stress the traumatic 
properties of B*0#T. He says: "The patient is being exposed 
to repeated danger situations and» unless he has become quite 
demented and introverted» he reacts by fear of this threatening 
esrtemal/
external <to.ger*##evon in the abBonoe of verbal femulation 
the patient’b behaviour clearly shows during the treatment 
his desire to evade the repetition of the anxiety experience# 
The behaviourist and sanaationalÎBt would hardly discount 
tlie predominance of anxiety after observation of the pupils» 
pulse and respiration»^ etc# In short we oarmot avoid the 
observation of fear#"
Since this time reports of fear reactions have appeared 
in the literature (Friedman» 1957)# In 1950 Oerletti 
recognised the presence of such affective correlates of the 
therapy which led some patients to want to stop treatment# 
Wiion his patienta were asked why they wished to atop treat** 
ment they were unable to give specific reasons other than 
that they were afraid# Fi%rther» they were unable to say of 
what they were afraid but nevertheless #%ey were manifestly 
fearful of the treatment# Oerletti concluded that "there 
must be a vague recollection •* organic memory - of the first 
*terror defence* reaction# I believe tlmt name * terror 
defence’ expresses the biological significance of epileptic 
fits# The terror phase» although taking place during 
unconsciousness » leaves specifio biochemical and psychological 
changes in the organism that later emerge genetically into 
the conscious sphere#" Qottesfeld and Baker (1946) found 
that as many as 80^ of their patients treated by E#0#T# 
experienced fear# Fisher et al (1953) in an experimental 
study/
atàây of patieats* attitaâes to eleetroohoolc tîiempy
J?0po3?t©a that SS of thoip 2Q patients retj?ospeotlYeS.y
inâtcated mankeâ mmioty hefow teeatment, 16 of whom said
they had fears of dying hefor® ©aoh treatment, Kalinowsky
and Hoch (I9g2) au'thorltatiyely states that fear of B,0,T,
was a greater problem than was originally realised»
Seyeral studies have been reported in vdiioh spécifié
interview material relating to an individual patient’s fear
of the treatment has "been examined. Hayward (1951) gives
a verbatim aeeount of an interview with a female patient
who had eompleted a course of %. eleotroeonvulsiva treat**
monts» TOîie patient used the words "real terror" to describe
her apprehension# I'riedman (1957) presents extracts from
the diary of a literate patient undergoing treatment hy
whose comments leave no doubt as to the presence of
a very real fear of ®«0»T, Friedman in discussing this
material isolates four major fears which served to make the
treatment a noxious experience for the patient:
1* Fear of punislment*
S* Fear of his helplessness.
3» Fear of humiliation#
ii-» Fear of what the treatment would do
to his mind,
Friedman suggests that such reactions to are dynamically
determined and that their meaning can best be comprehended 
by/
by "mi mideretmiaing of those meohaiilsmm whloh H e  within 
the xmmmmioUB realm of the patient*e psyche"# The 
emotional reaponse to the treatment» whether it be fearful» 
resided» complacent» carabe oonsidered to reflect a 
particular defensive attempt to oope with a traumatic 
experience* Frletoan.'further asserts that a full under- 
standing of a patient*s idiospioratie reactions to B#0#T# 
may provide sigsiifiemit insl#tB into U%b dynamics of his 
illness and» conversely» that m  understanding of the dynamics 
of the illness may allow predictions to he made of the nature 
of his reactions to treatment# Fieher» Fisher and KiXkevitoh 
(1 9 5 3 ) examined such unconscious dynamic factors operating 
during a course of treatment hy l#0#T# hy asking patients to 
make up stories about a series of pictures so drami tlmt 
they could he interpreted either in terms of injury and 
death or In terms of rejuvenation# The change in the response 
to this teat measured hetween two interviews » one at the 
hegiimlng of the course of treatment and the o#er at the end» 
was interpreted either as a "pessimistic" or an "optimistic 
shift"# On the hasia of their finding that only one patient 
MiO improved and over half those who were unimproved showed 
pessimistic shift at the second test» they claim that 
improvement wi# 1#0#T# la significantly related to attitudes 
to treatment# However» they offer no evidence about the 
extent/
extent to vihiolx pesslmistle ov optiBiistle sMft üepsnâs 
upon faetoi’s in tlie illness itself end t3.m0 operate quite 
independently of %e effects of
Investigation II above suggested that fear of S*G#^ iî, 
ivas Independent of dlagïiofâtic oategory and thus preeamahly 
of any constellation of unoonooioue factors* Kiis doea not 
fully rule out Friedman's ©mphasla on idiosynoratic 
unoonsolous elements* Howeverj, with the further finding 
that. %ie fear was independent of response to treatment 
(contrary to the claims of Fisher^ Fisher and Hilîîeviteh)
It would seem maeonahle to look to factors in the treat­
ment situation itself rather than to personality variables 
in order to explain the fear of B*o#T#
Gallinek (19M) confirms this view and also corroborates 
tîie findings in Investigation II, He made observations on 
100 patients before j, during and after treatment by 
He found #.at &f of these patients showed marked hut various 
modalities of fear and tlmt the remaining 33 showed 
spproprlat© fear (i#e* capable of being dispelled hy 
Information and réassurance), fable II gives surprisingly 
close agreement with these figures when the group reporting 
no fear at all is isolated (i#e, 16/50) hut When appropriate 
fear is included it shows a reversal of Oallinek's figures, 
1*0* only 3h^ exhibited marked fear. Gailinek found no 
relaticmship/
TOlationaliip Between pi»onene88 to fear and premorbld 
personality» tendency to recover» box of patient or diagnoolG# 
Bepresslve patients occasionally conaidered treatment as 
pnnlahment and initially showed little fear» But came to 
dislike the treatment as they improved# He places the 
fear of treatment as arising in the recovery period and 
chooses to give an existential rather than psychoanalytical 
intei^retation of the phenomenon# His î^ potîieais is that 
the Basic anxiety char act erl s ing man’s existence is normally 
neutralised By his sense of familiarity# In awakening from 
E#C#T# all recollected relations with the past and the 
aBllity to project into the future are extremely oBseured#
A temporary annihilation of the sense of familiarity after 
E#0#T# provokes Basic anxiety and results in a strong» 
progressively increasing^ fear of treatment*
The process of recovery from 3 5*0 #T# will Be discussed 
more fully later# In general terms it is characterised By 
confusion and disorientation severe enough to represent a 
strong/
EaaMsSâ* This finding of a progressively increasing 
fear of treatment during a course of E#C#T# la confirmation 
of the hypothesised relationship Between anxiety and latency 
via the convulsive threshold discussed suBseguGntly in 
Investigation III* HolmBerg (1954)» for example» oBserved an 
increase in latency with progressive treatments» presumaBiy 
related to the increasing fear and pre^treatment amciety#
etroixg psFohologicai traama to patient onffielent 
to ooeaaion the etrong fear reaetiona \#iieh seem apeciflo 
to Several patienta when disonselng their fear of
E#0*T# claimed to he ahle to distinguish hetween what they 
donoidered to he **normal fear" of medical procedures or of 
helng anaeothetiaod and their specific dread of E#0*T# 
Howevorj, few of these patients- epontaneoualy attributed 
their fear to the oonfuelon experienced during the recovery 
period or even to any specifio featura of the treatment 
procedure*
SoBie ohservatione were carried out on the recovery 
of patients who had been anaesthetised for minor surgery in 
a casualty department# Tho intention in making these 
observations had been to make detailed comparisons between 
recevez^ of conscioUsnosB from routine anaesthesia and from 
B*0#T# However> this project proved tectoically and 
administratively unsatisfactory# Such observations as were 
made showed that.^  whe-roas the patient recovez'ing from B#C#f• 
was unable to relate what had happened to him for a fairly 
long period during which he was apparently able to perceive 
events in his surroundings^ the minor surgery patient 
established his orientation quickly either spontaneously or 
after a single explanation# The patient recovering from 
B#0\T# imuld continually ask what had happened to him but
âiâ not remet te the repesteâ espiaaatien tînat he had just 
had treatment and was axwhenlng,* Whereas the patient 
waking up from an anaesthetie regains oeneoiausness quickly 
and to all intents coinpletelyi, the patient awakening from 
Shows a slovfer partial and fluctuating recovery of 
eonsciousaess#
It would seem feasible to implicate the reooveafy 
period as being the eisiifieant feature in produoing fear 
of in spite of the faot that patients' reports do
not seem to confirm this rietf# Becauee of taie ütaidjaental 
disturbance of eonsclousnose at this time it is likely 
that there is a failure of registration of tke content 
or circumstances xyhich engender this fear, with subsequent 
dispersal or displacement of the experience*
BEmviouR Bimim ooimmsiom
Moat deaorlptiona of E*0«T# revive Oerletti*s 
statement that^wton tlm elaotrioal BtimuXue is appliedp 
the patient responds with "a typloal epileptic convulsion"* 
The e|)ileptic convulsion» however, shows many diverse 
phenomena and it is difficult to find a description of the 
reaction which could he regarded as typical* Penfleld and 
îCrlstlansén (1951)? for example, have elaborated the wide 
range of phenomena of the epileptic seizure pattern Into 
a scheme for localisation and classification* The varieties 
of reaction which they describe In epilepsy are much wider 
than the reactions observed In therapeutic convulsions and 
the term "grand mal" does not accurately reflect the 
generalised convulsive reaction to E*0*T*
Observation of behaviour during the convulsion was made 
on a group of 35 patients composed of 21 women bot?/oen the 
ages of 26 and 5h ivlth an average of h2 years, and men 
ranging in age from 28 to 51 with an average age of hi years* 
The cUa^oais in each case was affective disorder of a 
depressive nature and mil the patiente were being treated 
In an outpatient B*G*T* clinic* (This explains the low 
maximum age in both sex groups as the current policy of 
admitting older patients for treatment selected in favour 
of/
of a middle-aged group*)
The standard course of treatment 1b usually el^t 
convulsions given at the rate of t%m per week# %ls 1b a 
standard proooditre for inpatients hut for outpatients a 
course of treatment involving one per week is most
often suggested# In the series examined, treatment was 
carried out once per "week in order to interfere as little as 
possible wltîi the patients^ ' work# A relative attended wltli 
the patient to ensure that he did not experience any 
dlffieitlty In travelling on public transport, or in being 
disorientated after the treatment#
The technique used in this clinic was that of the
Plexacon apparatus devised by MaePhail and Strauss \iii%oia
produces an exponentially discharging steep wave form 
providing a series of stimuli of declining magnitude from 
the initial impulse which is of the order of 30D volts#
These declining stimuli act as secondary stimulation should 
the first trigger prove inadequate to induce the convulsion* 
It has been shovm that the convulsion threshold decreases 
in response to stimulation and the Plexaoon apparatus was 
designed to maintain repetition of stlamli in such a way 
that a sequence of impulses would be given which would ensuite 
the induction Of tîio convulsive reaction# The advantage of
the condenser diechargo is that In any one treatment the
total/
total vol ta# appltsâ. to the hpaiia is low while the hi# 
Bioiaeatavy electaorootive fopoe of the first wave is 
suffioieat to overoome a wide range of skin resistanoes.
%h@ hi# initial trigger also reduces the possihility of 
error from faulty electrode placement. In former machines 
the trans-temporal roaietaace was crucial) meaning that the 
patient had to he soruhhed to reduce the relevant skin 
resistance* By the use of this steep-fronted wave form a 
wide ran# of skin resistance can he overcome and an 
electrode with a small surface area can he used without any 
danger to the patient* The oleotrode can he maintained in 
contact with the akin hy utilising saline with no previous 
preparation of the patient's skin heing necessary»
The standard procedure for Plsxaeon treatment is that 
the patient lies on a treatment couch» hairpins and dentures 
etc* are removed» ti#t clothing is loosened and a hard- 
packed cushion is placed under the mid dorsal region, 
ensuring that the spine is hyper-extended. The electrodes, 
fitted on a head-#one hand, are placed so that their lower 
ed# lies ahove the line dravm hetv/een the outer canthus 
and the superior attachment of the pinna, and at the junction 
of the anterior 1st and 2nd thirds of that line, A micro- 
ammeter fitted on the apparatus indicates the sta# of the 
char# of the output condenser in joules. Having ascertained
that/
that a suitable charge is held on tl% condenser and that 
the patient is ready for the treatment, the stimulus is 
applied by depressing a switch# The application of the 
stimulus is accompanied hy a flashing red li#t on the 
machine, Indicating that the disoliargo has occurred* By 
restoring the switch to its normal position the machine is 
recharged for the next treatment* On tliis apparatus the wave 
form applied can either he monophasic or diphasic and a 
reading of SO joules diphasic and 25 joules monophasic is 
considered to he adequate to produce a major fit* Strauss 
and isaoPhail claim that monophasic etimulatitm gives a 
sligtitly quiolcor recovery rate than tlie diphasic stimulation 
v/hioh, hy swinging its polarity, produces a more effective 
grand mal for any given charge* At this clinic only diphasic 
stimulation was used*
Observations were carried out on the 35 patients 
described ahove when they were undergoing the first treatment 
of a pï>esorihed course on an outpatient basis* This first 
treatment was selected in order to avoid the effects of 
habituation or changes due to cumulative influences* A 
stopwatch was used to time the various phases of the 
convulsive behaviour, the watch heing started simultaneously 
with the application of the stimulus.
The folloviring general reactions were noted for tlio group
as/
m  a whole* On. the average» three seconde after the 
application of the atimulu©» a generalised tonic phase of 
the convulsion was initiated» the eyelids were closed 
ticditly» the jaw muscles showed elasticity» #e tnnalc assumed 
an opisthatonoid position» the arms were adtocted and # % 0  
legs and, thi0%B were sometimes flexed# With tlie onset of 
this tonic phase half of these patients gave a loud cry#
Bita'general ' tonic spasm was maintained for about twelve 
seconds until the onset of the clonic phase was heralded 
by flickering of the eyelids* Clonic jerking© at a rate of 
three or four per second became more generalised until the 
clonic phase was fully established» ®b.c clonic phase was 
maintained for a further 18-20 seconds and then subsided#
At an average period of 38 seconds after the application of 
the stimulus the convulsion was finished, and between one 
and tteaa seconds after the last clonic jerking the patient 
began to breathe again#. Once the physician was satisfied 
that breathing was free# the patient was _z»emoved,from the 
treatment table to a recovery room where he was kept in bed 
under nursing supervision for a period of between k5 minutes 
and an hour# when he was considered to be adequately 
orientated# During this recovery period and especially in 
the first 20 minutes after treatment some patients became 
restless and abreaotive (nine in the sample studied) but the 
majority/
majority mmalned to u deep sloop and responded readily 
to reasBux»anoà given on rocovez^ y#
B'al^ baoli et al (19h3) repox^ tod a mean convulsion 
duration of 39#9 seconda tmd Pixmei^  (19% ) found a eli^tly 
higlioz* mean duration of 41*36 seconds » confirming the 
dùz*ation of odnvulaion xioted above#
Ihe observations of the course of the conviilslve 
z»eaatlon are confirmed hy Holmherg (19%) who used an electro** 
myographic me#iod of measuring commlslve behaviour during 
treatmmit* By plotting the amount of electromyographic 
activity recorded against the time after the haglAming of 
the oonvixlsion he was able to produce a curve showing the 
intensity of the convulsion (see Figure 1)» %is curve shows 
a fairly rapid increase up to about the eighth second after 
the teiimzihg of traatniont and the peak at about 12 seconds 
and thereafter a decline In the intensity of eieotromyographio 
activity# Further# hy using this teclmlque to a series of 
39 oases and hy comparing the intensity of toe convulsion 
at the first shook with the intensities of subséquent shocks# 
he was able to show that the intensity of tlie convulsion and 
the frequency of the clonic jerks wore more pronounced in the 
first treatmént and decreased during subsequent treatment#
In another investigation Holmberg (195iî*a) also applied his 
electromyographic method to investigate the tofluenoe of sox 
and age factors on the convulsions induced by electric shook 
treatment/
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treatment, anû found tlmt the duration of the oonvuleions 
and the relationship between the duration of the tonic and 
that of the clonic phase showed a hi#i degree of constancy 
and were Independent of age and se%#
Pinner (1954) similarly found that the mean duration 
of the first convulsion was significantly longer than the 
mean of any other convulsion and again that duration of 
convulsion was independent of such factors as eventual 
outcome of treatment, duration of Illness, presence or 
absence of previous E#G*T*, age, weight, heiglit and body 
surface area#
It was ©Epaoted that the degree of violence of the 
convulsion would be related to l^eneral morphology and 
musculature and that men would be more likely to have 
violent convulsions than women# An attempt was made to 
rate the convulsions into three categories of strong, average 
and mild, and to relate this to sox dlfferenoea and to 
general differences in bodily build# However, in this group 
of patients there was no significant difference in the 
strength of convulsion between the men and women or between 
the well muscled and poorly muscled patients# In fact, 
during this period of observation the strongest fit noted 
was in a small, underwelglit housewife of i#ile a burly 
labourer of 3 6 ? whose appearance in the treatment room called 
for/
for extra mireing assistance to manage M a  cowulsion, 
showed only a fit of modmmte atreagth# liable V sliov/s that 
the relationship betweeai atrength of fit and bo<ly build 
doe© not reach significance* Holrahorg e^ (I93l}.a) eleotro«^  
myograms on the other hand showed that the Intensity of 
the oonimlaions was lower for women than for mmi, hut the 
frOfthenoy of clonic jerks was hi^ier for women than for men# 
Table IV shows the observation made on the 35 patients 
duz'ing their first treatment hy B#G#T# As was the usual 
practice on the patient* s first attendance for treatment 
the physician carried out a brief explanatory interview#
On the basis of this Interview the pliysleian was asked to 
assess whether he felt the patient was tense. or not and, if 
tense, whether the degree of tension v;as appropriate or 
inappropriate to the treatment situation# These readings 
on a three^point scale are given in the table (o ra not tense,
4 =3 appropriately tense, 4-^ s:? inappropriately tense)# In 
this group 20 patients (nine males and 11 females) were 
considered to have shown an inappropriate degree of tension 
before treatment#
Xi.atf^p^.cy;# The latency of onset of the convulsion was 
measured by recording the time in seconda between the pressing 
of the stimulus button on the machine and the onset of the 
convulsion# In tMs' ,group three long latencies of ei#t, 10
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CJ-d toîsru # p
0
M o Ü3
4
St.Lbs.ns 
10 
10 2 
11 4 
11 12
12 13
13 13 
13 9 
12 8
9 12
12 3 
7 12 
9 7
13 10 
8 9 
8 7 
6 10 
9 7 
8 10 
8 4
10 2
7 13
8 4 
8 9 
7 10 
8 2 
6 11 
6 4 
9 6 
6 5
7 7
8 10 
7 11 
7 5 
9 4
H
0
M
4*4*+
38 H
H
M
1
M
1
M
1
0
28
4*4*4"
33
1 lüstxmatod from Docxtmenta Gaigy Soientlfio Tables (5th 
H = Heavy, E w Eedim, L = Mgîif.
*2 Rated by the physician immediately before treatment. 
*3 Rated by the nurses assisting during treatment as
Mit. )
strong •H-+, moderate''++, mild +.
and 15 aeconda respectively were noted*
of .gyy* BornetiïîTea during the oonvitlaion a cry 
was noted# fifteen patients were observed to Mve made this 
cry which can vary from an expirational grunt to a long, 
crescendo, full-mouthed wall# ®xe time at which this cry 
was heard was noted# % e  results show the cry to occur 
well within the tonic phase and it would seem that the cry 
is due to respiratory spasm#
juration of fit. Duration of fit was measured as the 
time between the beginning of the convulsion and the point 
at which breathing was restarted#
8treng%_oll^^_^ This was rated by experienced nurses 
in the clinic on a threo-^ p^oint scale as mild (4), moderate 
(44) and strong (444)#
Disturbed recovery. %%ile the patients were recovering 
they were observed and any disturbance such as thrashing 
movements, restlessness# tearfulness, abreaction# shouting 
or violence was noted# Eight cases were considered to have 
0 ho\m a disturbed recovery, the remainder being peaceful#
The Observations in Table IV were examined for 
contingency by the method of Although the original 
observations had occasionally been made on a three-^ peint scale 
it was felt that thé test would be more properly applied 
v/here the numbers ware eO' restricted by using one degree of 
freedom only# Accordingly tîie three-point scale was split 
about/
at)oi%t the miaaie rating ana al3. the prtfbahillties v/ero 
caleulatea for one degree of freedom (eee Appeadis 0)«
Tahle V ehowe the prohabHlttes oalonlated from the 
oontingenoies derived from 0%hle IV#
Only two relationships are seen as eigsTiifleant, viK. 
that he tween the strength of tixe fit sn.d its duration 
(significant at th.o 0#05 level) and the more significant 
and more interesting relationship between latency and pre- 
treatment tension (at the prohahillty level of 0*03)*
This olxservation would suggest that there is some relationship 
between tension and the delay hetiraen the stimulus and the 
beginning of t)xe convulsion#
This latency is reported by experienced clinicians 
and may sometimes last for periods of about a minute# The 
delay is often disturbing to those administering the 
treatment and may lead to an assertion that the machine 
sometimes is faulty* However# the delay occurs oven although 
the stimulus has been correctly applied and clinicians vary 
in their opinion as to its frequonoy of occurrence# Some 
would claim that certain patients are more likely to give 
long delays in their treatment than are others# Kalinowslcy 
and Hooh (1952), however, state that there seems to be no 
accepted explanation for this latency«
Tliere would seem to be two problems involving different 
forms/
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latency %%'here long delays of 30 seconds or oyer ans 
oT?aei”/ed mad the otMx* is the smaller 'but still measurable 
delay tiaiob may possibly be related to pre-treatment 
tension* It is this latter shorter delay period which 
will be dieoussed#
of lateme^ earn he vleweâ me helmg 
related te the emvulelve tWeehelê^, %rpethealelmg that 
the higher the threaheîâ the longer the latemey* Previona 
work haa anggeated that thia oonimlaiire threahold depends 
on sevemi faetons# feltoowak^ r and Hooh (1952) ^ for 
0,TOiB.pl#^  report the threshold to he higher In older patients, 
in women g to rise with progressive and to he highest
on oold dr^ days# Kallnowaky and Kennedy ( 19h3) have also 
Biiggeated that there la poasihly an initial Inhibitory 
period which precedes a ma^or oonvalaion# It is not clear 
what significance conld he attrlhntad to this suggestion 
other than an attempt to explain variations in excitability 
determining the convulsive threshold# What la required la 
a postulated relationship between disturbed and agitated 
behaviour and the Increased threshold#.
deans and Toman (1956) carried out a series of 
oh servations/
observations similar to those ahove on hB eonseoutlve 
patients (10 men and 38 women) with an age range of 2h to 77 
years and using specially devised rating scales* Before 
treatment the patients were rated on three ad hoc scales, 
a) the anxiety scale, b) the depraaslon-^elation scale, 
c) the dissociation scale* Latency was determined by 
simiiltaneoualy pressing a stopwatch and the ** treat" button 
of the 1*0*T* machine* They found again that selmre 
latency was highly correlated with the level of clinical 
anxiety immediately preceding 1,0*T*, greater anxiety 
giving a longer latency* Further, they confirmed milnowsky 
and Hooh* 0  assertion that in older patients sl^miflcantly 
longer latencies were observed and that the latency was 
longer for women than for men# Tariatlona of room temperature 
and husïicllty within ordinary limits, however, were found to 
show poor correlation with the latency. They concluded 
"it is possible to deduce that anxiety in particular 
Increases latency simply by raising tlie threshold and that 
threshold is probably an important factor also in the 
differences seen with age, diagnosis and cumulative E.O.Tf*
The relationship between latency and tension in terms 
of threshold can only be explained if account is taken of 
the cerebral concomitant© of tension or anxiety* This is a 
highly speculative task and it is only recently that 
indications/
indlcationa of eigtiiflcant central mecMnisms underlying 
anxiety have been postulated* Disregarding for the 
moment any possible pathway or mechanism involved, there 
are some suggestions that anxiety may he associated with 
an alteration of the threshold of the cerebral hemispheres*
In extreme anxiety reactions there are indications that 
inhibiting factors may operate as aeon, for example, in 
fainting# Pavlov (1908) directed attention to such 
inhibition when he discussed the role of induced and trans- 
marginal inhibition in responses to stress* Fraud (1936) 
remarked that "inhibition follows amcicty like a shadow"*
It is recognised too that auditory, photic and eomeothetic 
stinmlation may produce spontaneous fèlsures or eleotro- 
encephalographlc seizure records in some patients and, in 
faot, Bitch procedures are routinely used in E*l*o. 
examination* In the epileptic patient any sudden or intense 
emotional stimulation may occasionally activate seizure 
discharges#
Linn (1953) discusses such observations and extends 
the conventional x^syohoaomatie or psychoanalytic vievm of 
the effects of emotional factors in precipitating grand mal 
seizures# He assumes that amsiety arising from the activation 
of strong repressed feelings tends to favour massive 
cortical dlsoliarge# In doing this he is to some extent guilty 
of/
of confusing the fiction of lihidinal energy with neuro- 
physiologioal activation* However, -Kie speculation ho offers 
is valuable when he supposes tJaat the effect of anzlety is 
to deactivate the ascending reticular system*
Ollnical evidence of thte sort is only one part of the 
picture* Various otiier conditions of a depressant nature 
such os hypoglyoaemia, fatigue and sleep may favour tüae 
appearance of seizure discharges in the B,B,G* (Walter, 1950). 
Many epileptics, for example, have their seizures only during 
sleep or the first symptoms of their convulsive disorder may 
appear as a sleep disturbance,
Penfield and Jasper (195h) give direct evidence, however, 
tliat attention or arousal may block seizure discharges and 
that cortical stimulation may extinguish or suppress local 
seizure discharges. Such findings are related to normal 
desynOhronlsation of cortical rhythms observed during the 
recording of an E*E*G* This phenomenon relates to one of tlie 
earliest findings by Berger that in a relaxed state and in 
the absence of stimulation the dominant activity is a rhythmic 
(synchronous) 10 per second alpha rhythm. When, however, 
sensory stimulation is introduced the alpha rhythm is blocked, 
producing desynchronisation of the multi-cellular rhythmic 
beat* su<ax desynchronisation or activation of the cortical 
l3«Ej*g* with some related behavioural arousal is attributed
to the action of the asesnaing I’etlouior system* Lindsloy 
(195a) shows that apprehension or tension can similarly 
result in dosyhehrcmieing the spontaneous S,E.G. rlxythm and 
asserts that emotional arousal Oi’ activation is determined 
hy the action of the diffuse ascending reticular system.
While it would seem that there is evidence enouggx to 
favour the view that an alerted or an aroused state may 
produce a higher seizure threshold, tlie role of anxiety is 
still not clear. .Animal experiments have shown that shock 
latency can he increased hy introducing stressful procedures 
immediately hefore the administration of the stimulus and 
reduced hy previously administering the tranquillising drug 
reserpine (Jeans and Toman, 1956)# It is tempting on the 
basis of such evidence to conceive of a negative feedback 
Circuit from cortex to reticular system and thence back to 
cortex by aeane of which anxiety can produce desynchronisation 
of cortical rhythms and tîîereby raise the cortical threshold. 
Unfortunately the electrophysiological evidence for such a 
meOîianism in anxiety is by no means complete. The most 
efficient way of producing desynchronisation in the human 
ia,S,G, is to introduce a patterned stimulus, generally visually, 
but there is no work to suggest that there are any affective 
correlates of this stimulus which could Indicate tliat amciety 
can operate in such a situation. The question still to be 
answered/
mievfôveû 4s whether anxiety itself Is epeeifioally capable 
of prochioiag the necessary state of alerting#,
The conventimally held concept of anxiety is by no 
means inconsistent with such a mechanism although the crucial 
experimental evidence is still laolting. Anxiety is held to 
he a hiological signalling system originating from a 
fundamental state of disequilihrlum in the organism and in 
this sense could he considered to he an alerting agent.
May (1950) asserts that '•man’s creative abilities and his 
susceptibilities to anxiety are two sides to the same capacity”. 
Biologically the mechanism of anxiety is vital and may be 
viewed as one aspect of the activity of regulatory mochanlsms 
whidi servo to maintain awareness under conditions of stress.
Our basic notions of amciety derive from Freudian theory 
which depends largely on a concept of "psychic energy" and on 
Breuer’s distinction bettveen # e  "free" and "bound" forms of 
this energy. Tiie early Freudian theory held that amciety was 
derived from repressions of libidinal drives, exploiting their 
energy, From this formulation the operation of unconscious 
anxiety could be postulated as being crucial in the origin of 
psyohopathological states, initiating and maintaining a 
régressive process or an ego-disruptlon. In his later and 
metapsyehologlcnl treatment of anxiety Freud offered the
more "biological” view that enxiety representod a signal 
within the ©go providing warning of th© presence of 
nnacooptabl© or nonploasnrablo ©nergies# and whose prototype 
was th© helpless infant’s call for help,
There are thus trro fundamental forms of anxiety - 
the psyohopathological (traumatic) and tlie Mological 
(si^ialling). la clinical terms it is difficult or perhaps
show many gradations of increasing amounts of anosioty from 
traumatic disruptive reactions to excessive signalling or 
'homeostatic" ansieiy which is milder in degree# The related 
experience of fear may he difficult to distinguish from anxiety 
althougli at the level of conscious experience the term anxiety 
can he used to refer to the "unattached" or "ohgoctiess" 
reaction, fear referring to the reaction to a specific 
threatening object or situation#
■ Tines© represent inferential and even speculative 
formulations of the "inner" origins of anxiety» Anxiety, 
laowGver, Is part of a stress reaction which is initiated hy 
a variety of stimuli - perceptual, interpersonal, intrapsychic 
and even somatic# %atever their origin, the stimuli produce 
preparatory or emergency reactions against threat whiCh may or 
may not he fully adaptive#
She experimental approach using animals allows the 
characteristics of the stimuli or precipitating events to he
laors clearly differentiated# Slooh (l^ fjfj) presents three 
saoh oîiaraoteristiesî- " 1) #e more or less sadden arrival 
of information of environmental response inconsistent with 
the information @ie emticlpatcry 'behaviour Is, as it wore, 
prepared for; 3} arrival of information previously associated 
with situations inevitably (i#e# regardless of any performance 
tîi® animal is capable of) including ’pain* or ’doom’} and 
3) Ohangs in rate or in variability of information such that 
the interacting system becomes overloaded and functionally 
disorganised." These characteristics are badly expressed 
and could be mo%% clearly given as;- 1) Inconsistency of the 
actual with the anticipated information} S) predetermined 
or conditioned stress responses} 3) excessive form or 
patterning of stimulation. Expressed in this way these 
characteristics describe the classical methods of induction 
of experimental neurosis in animals by workers such as Gantt 
(1#|.), Massermam (1#6) and bidden (1956)*
The interesting and relevant theoretical point which 
arises in this connection is that there is some relationship 
between the emergency or ala*toj system and the anticipatory 
and information selecting system# If tîtia is so it suggests 
that anxiety operates in an alerting fashion# This would seem 
discordant with tlio previously discussed inhibitory nature of 
anxiety, but in the li#t of the distinction between the two 
kinds/
kinds of anxiety one can aseamo that "traumatlo psycho- 
pathological" anxiety may he Inliihiting while hiological 
mmiety, signalling a state of disegnilihrinm, is alerting. 
If tliia is so, there is some Justification for considering 
the effect of anxiety on laie convulsive threshold in terms 
of the operation of the reticular activating system (see 
Section III).
la laveatleatlm ill the behaviour of patients during 
the thorapeutio convulsion was described. At tlie end of 
the convulsion, indicated by the temination of the olonic 
pKiase, and once spontaneous breathing is established, tlie 
patient is unconscious and the recovery period begins. This 
recovery phase will now be examined as it involves a process 
of restoration of the patient's cognitive and perceptual 
functions and a re-integration of his personality. It is 
also interesting to consider whether this recovery process 
occurs in a form specific to E*0#T, or common to other medical 
procedures in which consciousness is reduced or lost and 
subsequently recovered#
The nature, significance and terminological difficulties 
of consciousness and unconsciousness will be discussed later 
(Section III), For the moment the term conscious can be taken 
to refer to the state in which an individual manifests a 
number of psychological functions all of which determine in a 
demonstrable fashion his adjustments to environmental change, 
UnoonsoiousnesB then refers to a state in which such functions 
are not operative. In behaviourist tesmts complete 
imconsolousness represents a state in Which the individual 
is unresponsive, E,O.T, can be regarded as providing an 
artificially/
artificially transl©»t alteration of the ooneolous
state xmâer conditions which gemlt ojcamlnaticai of the 
recovery processes.
Head (1926) snsgestsd that when functions disappear„ 
as a resnlt of the administration of an agent such as ohloro- 
form* they are lost "in order hegiîming with those of higiest 
ranîE, and culminating wltJ-i the most mecWnlcal and pre» 
ordeinod responses"» He also suggested that there v/as a 
reoiprooity “between the regression from and the recovery of 
omsclousness in that hotSi processes followed the same steps 
hut in opposite directions* In the field of shock treatment 
Hilw/ich (1951) confirmed Hoad’s ohservatiens when he examined 
the rotum of aourologlcaX function during the recovery 
period in insulin coma treatment* %ere is also releyont 
experimental evidence frOBi animal studies* Wilcox {1335), 
for example, quotes the work of Yoshli and Htraiwa on rate 
which demonstrates that in the post Ictal state the pattern 
of the simple spinal fleaclon reflex returns “before its 
modification “by the brain stem and, further, that recovery 
of bo#, these functions precedes demonstration of influence 
of cortex*
Gohen (1939) reported his observations of a schisophrenic 
patient during #0 hour of recovery after aetraaol"»induced 
convulsions* Ho noted that reactions to painful stimuli 
returned/
returned first, then tî» fixation and maiatonane© of , 
attoatioa and the correct naming of objects, followed by a 
Qorreot apps^oiatlon of their nee, then the execution of 
complex, C0*»ordinated movementa and finally the return of 
memory* Gohen ooiwluae© that ''cognitive fwnctione reappear 
in a characteristic tempoml cnier, indicating the dependence 
of a . given fmetien on ijreceding ones" * Ills observations, 
carried out as they, were on one patient only, liardly justify 
the generalisation he offers; nevertheless his conclusion 
accords with #ose of o#er workers previously quoted*
htuan and 5?rolle Cl9h95 studied tîie initial Irapairsaent 
of conscious)#©© folioi’/Ing by asking their patients a
series of questimis and presenting them w i #  a series of tasks 
at intsrwils of 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 6# minutes and 120 
minutes after shock* Sheir questions and. tasks Y^ ore designed 
to elucidate the degree of recovers'* at each of these in-borvals 
of such features as #10 patients’ autopsychlo and allopsychic 
orientation, body orientation, attention, apperception, 
content of memory, retention* ability to name objects and 
aritlvaeticôl ability# By this means they were able to discover 
the relative fate of each of these elements by examining th© 
recoveiy of consciousness of 10 women and 11 men being treated 
by for affective illnesses# fho results #cw that;-
1) Warns and marital atats show the greatsat 
rssistsîio© tovmrds general impairment of eonsoioumess 
after bIkjoIe* Avmreness of age, hov/ever, seems to be 
particularly vulnerable; 10 minutes after # o  shoelt 90^ 
of the patients can give #eir name while only 10^ can give 
their age; as much as two hours later there is still 
considerable confusion about age,
2) Orientation in space is established gradually during 
the two hoars after shock and is completely normal at the 
end of #is period* Orientatiori for time, however, is more 
vulnerable as teYo hours after shock over half their patients 
were unable to say for how long they had been in hospital*
3) Wotentlve memory is disorganised after shock. An 
hour after treatment only 15!?^ of tlielr patients could retain 
numbers with four digits aftei’ a filled interval (some 
distracting task had been presented between the presentation 
of and recall of the digits)* However, there was only a 
sltgbt reduction in the power to mobilise previously memorised 
matter*
h) Retrograde amnesia was observed in half of the 
patients 30 minutes after #ock* Zhis, however, disappeared 
by the next appraisal* It seemed that the period covered by 
the amnesia did not diminish gradually but that the re­
establishment of raemoi>y was sudden and total*
5) ®îi000 spaoifio psyahologioal were found
to occîur indepmflen.tly of the changes in ability to perceive. 
Thus the negative findings on specific tests are not due 
simply to a generalised disturbance of perception#
Wilcox (1953) in a similar Study measured changes in 
intellectual functioning by administering a battery of varied 
tests serially at 15»minuto intervals after ïS#G*T* Observations 
were carried out on 01 psychotic female patients diagnosed as 
suffering from aanlo^depressive, involutional and schiaophreaic 
reaetione* The process of their recovery was studied by 
questions designed to elicit information of the patients' 
reoogaltioa of self, of other persons, of place end time,. 
the first guestions being asked as soon as the subject was 
capable of making a verbal response* she found that awareness 
of name appeared to be almost but not quite identical with 
the return of oonaolouoness and speech, for in 6h out of 66 
observations patients gave their own names clearly on awakening. 
At 15 and 30 minutes after the treatment orientation for place, 
for other persons and for time showed a consistent loss and 
at 45 raîmîtes after treatment orientation for time was more 
frequently dlminislied than any of tlic o#er features observed.
These two studies ehw that the post-shock somnolent 
state is suitable for an analysis of the psychopathological 
features of impairment of consciousness* It'is possible to 
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On the basis of Mnn and TrE^tie'^'S' work a list of 
guestlotts and tasks- was prepared to cover the following 
fimotionss-
Perscnal..orientation * Hsme, address, age, marital status.
» Place# time, date, circumstances, 
right-left orientation.
Memory - Place end year of birth, name of sohool, father's
name, retention of digits»
Percentim - hescription of pictirres,. naming of objects.
The list comprised the follwlngs»
2# ' Where do you live?
A ( 3, Where were you- b o m  
4» Are you married? 
f. What age are you?
( 6, ïtihat year were you bom?
T» What school did you go to?
8, Identify common objects (pen, pipe, matches, tie,
knife, keys, safety pin).
B ) 9. fell me your fatlier’s name,
10, Description of pictures (five guarto-sised, coloured
pictures of a factory interior, haymaking,
mountains, seaside, river).
#10 today* B datsf
%# # mt
h
aa 
» ÎÏ,.
i to Indicate
Digit 
Who am Ï?
*
8,9» Sonteno© repetiti<m (three altomative aenteneee of
20* Arlthmetie probloms ( simple subtraction,
g problem)
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ions was
found by limn and Troll© and was 
patients recovering from B.o.T, 
at # ©  oatpatient clinic* It was realised *Shat the order of 
queatiotts could in fact determine the order in which the 
recovery of functions vms noted* to avoid imposing a rigid 
patter»! upon th© obe@ï<vatione a tedmigae of questioning v/as
devised v/Mch allcïwet # e  Interview te  remain ooHtfemoua
iiaaoaraa
(jueettetts were grouped h% fives# She first five
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r ttm given, but proeosded to 0 
B was ‘a),eiYfred % d  after group B had 
been repeated-#: In #is way the whole list of questions was 
worked throu#i and ooatinuously altered as ansiYorad questions 
were deleted# Several times daring # e  lnterv.iw, hov/ever, 
#0 oorreetly answered questions were relatro-dueed to ehecR 
at # e  eorreot answer oouM still be obtained* % e
itO rV ieW  Awded tsîifin A t !  ffrtwist'5 Ortra b*A  berti^ m-
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could oubsequentljr bo used with the minimum of IntorruptlGns 
for prolonged ohoervations* To oarry out auoh exeualnationo 
on male patients would have meant transporting them on trolleys 
throu# the hospital to a vacant room, Porterlng delays and 
the risks Involved In moving patients immediately after 
treatment made it more convenient to carry out the 
investigation on female patients only* Wo oignifioant sex 
differenoes were, hwever, expected*)
Patients were seen imraedlately s *g*t , was presorihed, 
generally several days before their first treatment. At tills 
initial interview the nature of the treatment was explained 
and they were told that they would be asked certain questions 
while they were coming round from tiieir treatment* The 
investigator introduced himself as a psychologist especially 
interested in this type of treatment and asked for the 
patient's co-operation. He then obtained the basic data 
necessary to judge the patient’s responses to the prepared 
questions, for example, year of birth, name of first school 
attended, father’s name, etc.
At the treatment session the investigator brou#!t tiie 
patient into the room and assisted at the administration of 
# e  k,0,T* Once the convulsion v/as completed and the patient’s 
breathing satisfactorily re-aetabiisMd she vms moved to a bed 
la the recovery-room and obseanrations of the recovery period
were undertaken, being timed in minutés end ©eeends from 
the application of the etiiaulue, This previous contact with 
tii© patient v/as deliberately made in order to establish the 
investigator as a familiar figure and-thus reduce any trauma 
to the patient which might liave arisen from encountering a 
stranger upon avmkening# It was realised that this contact 
with the investigator might possibly enhance the patient's 
ability to reorientate herself m  his presence vmuia be 
related to the treatment situation*» • •
In order to make observations of the recovery process 
it was sometimes necessary to initiate awakening as the 
patients might otherwise have remained asleep during the 
whole interview* If the patient did not waken spontaneously 
five minutes after the eflaook, fingsr-snaps were used to rouse 
her* She was then greeted and questioning began*
Questions/
® Poo#ote. It should l3© pointed out ttmt transference to the 
investigator was unusually high dtiring this investigation*
This occasions the reflection that the ceaiventional practice 
of detadiing k*0»T* from the iisyohotherapeutio situation is 
probably uneconomical* An hour's contact with the patient 
during the recovery period from b#0*T* would seem to yield more 
positive transference than a similar time spent in the early 
stages of psychotherapy* The value of the doctor-patient 
relationship during recovery from inaulln coma has, of course, 
been annotated; it would seem that the recovery from i.o.T* 
could be similarly exploited.
QuesMosfts Ywra asked In a level Wt inelstent tone 
of volee# After a qaeetlea was asked, a .flve-sèeend interval 
w m  alloY/ed and iff twre was no response It was repeated and 
a ten#se#ond Interval ©lapsed before the next qaestioa was 
presented* The time at which the westlw v/as posed, the 
answer and the time off anwerlng were noted on a prepared 
form* The following protocol gives a oharaaterlstlo record 
of this kind of Interview#
Wtm patient was a M  year old married woman with one 
ohild# Over the previous- six months she had Shown sijpis of 
moodiness, irrltaMllty, lose off interest, lack of 
oonoentration# distWhed sleep rhytlm# indifferent appetite 
and had neglected her appearance and housework* % e  had been 
admitted to hospital after announolng to her hnahand #at she 
Intended to eomlt snlolde* In hospital oke- remained depressed 
and tearful, %ms apathetic and unwilling to partlolpate in 
psychotherapy * îîowever, she eonsented to have B*o#T# and was 
eventually discharged as much Improved after a eourae of 10 
, the first twO' being daily and the remainder at twice 
weekly Intervals* %ls interview took place after the first 
treatment of this course#
Gurrent applied# immediately tonic pîïaee begins 
with arms extended#
Slight inspirational sound»
# established with 
(Fit rated as x
iQiBêvsd te recovery-rsom.
flagsr-ansp*
a»a tams to ©î 
"îiOQïî at m©***
* quicRly 
j «îîello" 
held up
s^B she has forgotten address*
»
w« "I tlilak I've 
horn?" "I don*t îcnow*-"
"What is your name?" ■ Answers correotly (married
"I dm't Imows I've forgotten 
"WMliey. " ( oorreot)
"Are you married?" "Ho. «»
# i *5w = w i5l«BKs*
gm
ttf
"How eM 8Î*© yoa?" " Î doa*'t know# "
"When were you horni?" "Whalley."
"What year were yea bom?" "19—  was it? I’ve 
forgotten, it*"
"WMt aoïïool did you go to?" " It \m& in— 
iballoy Banger»"
ifasiee pen» pipe» matehes oorreetîy#
"Wïat ie year father'e name?" "Frederick— " 
"Frederick wîmt?" "Frederick—  w*" (i*e» her ovm
8ho«m pietare ** leepenâs oorreotly that it le about 
haymaking la the country*
"What is year address?" "Twenty - something."
"Are you married?"- "fee»"
"Sow o M  are you ?" "I don't Wow*"
"What year o em  you bom?" "3.920 something*"
"Tell me your father's name?" "Frederick b,"
», "Where are you a#/?-" "In the Infirmary of course." 
"Who am I?" "Oh, I know you*"
"Who am I?" "Oh, I’ve seen yen before in tîi® ward." 
"?d»t is today’s date?" "1st August." (actual date 
« 13% HoWffiber, 1902).
"Wlmt year?" "I don't remember it*"
m â M i
"fîîaîi day is "Ttoysday»'* (Wednesday)
"®at time of day?" ”i 
"What year were you bom?*' 
"i%ere do you live?" Gives
IÎ
"I've forgotten.*" 
parents’ address.
This excerpt from one interview is quoted to illustrate 
Hie technique of questioning used \%oreby the unanswered or 
Inoorreotly answered questions are returned to and represented. 
Thirty-five minutes after shook Mrs, w# was still unable to 
give her age although she gave the current year correctly and 
her date of birth.. She was unsure of the date but slie knew 
the day# circumstances of her illness and treatment. She had 
been able to do the aritlunetio problems set for her and could 
repeat a sentence of 20 words# and six digits* it was not 
until 48 minutes after the Shock that ehe gave her age correctly. 
At the end of % e  interview she said she felt well and returned 
to the ward walking but aceompanied.
Table VI preaente •the results of the investigation 
of the recovery process in the gpoup of 30 patients by shcnving 
the average time for the v/hole @poup at which correct answers 
to % e  questions were noted, I W  order of recovery is seen 
to bes Iteme, marital statue# address# birth place, name of 
school/
ÎABLE VI
Be G ovary of Gonseioueinesa*. Time, of 
Oorreot ResponooB
Hesponae to examiner 
Name 
Address
Blarital statue 
Where bora 
Year of birth 
A|^ e
ï’ather^B mme 
Name of sohool 
Deaorlbe plotui’a 
Orientation for place 
Orientation for date 
Orientation for year 
Orientation for examiner 
Bight*'l©ft orientation 
Arithmetic problems 
Sentence repetition 
Digit Repetition 
Identifying objects
Average Time 
(to nearest 
minute)
5
8
8
10
18
48
20
14
25
27
51
47
20
35
45
47
20
18
Approx# Range 
(mine* )
2
2
6
3
6
10
26
9
8
7
13
13
14 
25 
30 
38 
13
6
9
21
17
18
34 
90+
35 
19 
30
36 
90+ 
65 
23 
62 
70 
90+ 
26
12 - 29
If  » imulNRWNtCA' IIM# Will#
school9 yoaa? of "birth# object laentlflcatlon# father’s 
name# digit repetition# orientation for examiner, picture 
desoription# rl#it-left orientation# arithmetical pra"blems# 
orientation for year# eenteno© repetition# age# orientation 
for date* It could "be argued that this order merely reflects 
a random occurrence within this group. However# the group 
consistency con he checked by talcing the rang© of times of 
appearance of each feature# also given in Ta"ble VI# saad 
correlating tîi© rank order of % e  lowest and hipest times 
with the rank order of the average for % e  group. Positive 
and significant correlations will then signify that this 
pattern appears consistently throu^out the whole group*
In Appendix D these ©"bservatlons are ranWd and the 
correlations calculated by the rank difference method. This 
yields correlation coefficients of +0*70 between the average 
for the group and tîie lowest times and of +0*87 between the 
average and the highest times* These hi#, positive 
correlations suggest that the pattern of recovery is 
consistent within the group observed.
This refers to such items as 
name# marital status# address, birth place# school and year of 
birth, all of which appear to recover earliest. The ability 
to/
to respond one's name ooinoldes virtually v/ith the 
point at #i|#i the first response Is noted. There Is, of 
course# the ©omplioatlon that tri%la this group seleotod
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to the syaptomatio disorientation for a@
of•age has
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to himself as his cerebral
the individual 
possible■IntaotsosB or
if we assume an orgai 
which can be ordered, in time as one requirement of th© 
inte^ated ego then it is difficult to reconcile the incompatible 
orientations encountered after l*G,T* If the desire to maintain 
intactness of the ego were Wiolly operative then one would
(3 upon the degree of recovery, a
orloataMoîî would b© preeeatod» vi®* that th© married woman 
mi#.t give her maiden name# her adcWBa before marriage
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’Bm dietiïiotic®. Mimeem v/hat in général terra© can 
be called personal orientation and temporal orientation, 
oan be taken to reflect the caitogenetio development of 
orientation itself* The work of developmental psychologists 
©ttoh m  Piaget and Weraer indicate© that the fundamental 
distinction between "me" and "not me" determining awareness 
of self as #1 entity separate from others is the result of 
a protracted procees, Piaget suggest© that even at the age 
at which the child is capable of spontaneous play there is 
evidence in tRi© content of his games that he i© not 
differentiating between himself and the environment. Hov/ever, 
it appears #mt, althou# it develops relatively late, 
recognition or identification of self precede© the recognition 
of otter person©» The notion of temporality end orientation 
for time is a ©till later development, dependent at least 
for its expression upon an ability to conceptualise»
If this developmental formulation is accepted then it 
would seem that the difference in recovery of autopsychic 
and allopsychic orlentatiôu would reflect a difference between 
less mature and more mature funotiens* This general possibility 
will be discussed in relation to specific features of allo­
psychic orientation.
Disorientation for time or disturbance in time 
discrimination are not isolated or specific ©yaptoras.
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investii^tion a preliminary interview with the examiner was 
deliberately arranged in order to avoid any tmnmatie effects
The inveetigator's
and When th® patiente
In tte recovery period eeverel of the patienta» vhlle 
affiming 'that they reoogalsed •îtîe examiner as a familiar
or profession» 
exactly \%.o he 
arded as being related
a paper
situation* Bwever» 
dietnrhanoes in
how the delirious patient, being 
disoriented for person, m y  be unable to name "the physloian’s
0
was, replied in
quoted is 
examiner's work 
embarrassments "I wouldn't know, doctor,
from B*0#T* Levin 
deals «/!•% this as paralleling the situation in motor aphasia
in which #10 patient on command Ydnich
I
In Faelïsonlan terras tte distinction la made between 
the antomatte (or least voluntary) and the voluntary (or 
least antoraatlo) oategories of response# âmltêon olasslfied. 
utterances, for example, into three levels on this continuum - 
a) emotional utterances, the most automatic because the words 
"come out without thinking", h) propoaitional speech 
relatively free from emotion and at a raid point between 
automatic and volmtary, and c) voluntary uttsrances of the 
nature of responses to particular commands* The three kinds 
of utterances occupy different "levels" in neural pathways,
#0 voluntary patiway being the hi#est end the "emotional" 
or automatic pâ%way at a level at which it can keep on 
functioning undistufhed W  the higher level lesions# Levin 
sees in deliria instances of Jackson*e "reduotion to a more 
automatic condition" consequent upon paralysis of the hi#est 
cerebral centres#
It is, Of course# dan®roue to overelahorate an 
Incidental observation and a possible resemblance, but it may 
well be that in the recovery of consciousness after E#G,T, 
at a period when the highest centres have been "knocked out" 
the patient's state is akin to delirium* This Jacksonian view 
corresponds to the ideas expressed previously, namely that the 
abolition of higher functions can result in the loss of more 
mature responses, leaving tiie less mature intact#
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E*o*!£?, ®oj?0 not neeeasaniiy linked m  a
oonflgumliioa os? eyndnome# In tkls investigation, it was 
dooidsd to ©xQfflino for fin#r agnosia and for agrai^ia if 
at any time dnrln.g the reoovery period a patient manifested 
a distnrhanoe of ri^t»left orientation ooOsisting with 
aoaleulia while yet showing no general peroeptnal distnrhanc© 
and heing ahle to indien to parts of her hody* However# in 
no ease did the hypothesised Oerstmaraa syndrome appear 
al#iongh distiîrheâ rigJit-left orientation and aoalonlia wore 
in evidenoe# hnt not at a time when the patient was ahle to 
respond to the plotnres or, for example, to indloate her ohln 
on eommsnd*
In this investigation an atoaistlo or elemontaristio 
attempt was made to examine the process of recovery of 
conBoionsneee after E,G*T# within the gronp stndied a 
pattern of ro'^ emergence of conaeioasness was noted xûiioh. was 
consistent for the group and lahioh indicated in general that 
personal orientation returned hefore general' orientation, 
from # G  developmental viewpoint #ie hasis for perscmal 
orientation is aogjiired at an earlier sta^ than awareness of 
other persons or of ohjeots* If this is so ihen the recovery 
process accords wi# Head*s statement (p.92) timt it hegine 
with the "most preordained responses*' and ends ivitli "those 
of/
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® Sootnpte. In this respect it Is worth while ohserv'lag that 
none or % @  patients ohserved in. this investigation espreseed 
any apprehenelon ahont Mving snh8©«3,nent treatments (althon#i at 
a later point in the eonrse one patient's treatment was 
temiaated heeonse of mmiety) # l‘hls eonld have heen due to 
the fact that someone was present throu#,out the whole rooovery 
period, even althoui^ i he assumed the role of inqaieitor rather 
than sympathetio attendent* ®i© praotiee in some outpatient 
olinios of having relative© hy the patient’s hedside 
during their reeovejiy would, therefore, seem to he henefioial.
•'1% and
m
an
s
Ai- ■feefore the ihsermtione were timed, ualag the point at #tioh 
the ftdaiiatatratlon of the
a® a finger-s
V
hut tîïat the waking period Iteelf was much short©» than the
S*0*t*
of respons© to individual Items An more restricted.
% #  iffi
atiM from * and is
M
A0 p p m w m w
0ÎX pat&emtB
m w y
B*
I
EiOff* did net
Guftei» the
a
vdis were given
tJiat reoovors 
semev/here hotwee
0 awareness unless a 
stimuli was presented to keep the patient
lABLB VII
Reoovery of Oonsclousnsss from Aïiaestlistics
Average Time j
to Seaot 
(mlimteo )
Approx* ' 
Range 
(minutes)
EeBponBe to axsxdiiier 12 6-20
Fame 12 6-24
âddrese 1 15 !
Marital Statua 14 X0**!'2B
Birth }xlac8 1 15 8-24
Tear of 'birth 16 9—28
Age 20 12^ ,35
Orlantation for Place ! 14 i 8—18
Orientation for Bate 1 19 14t*30
Orientation for Tear 19 ]L!).H.:30
Identifying Objecte 14 i 12-18
gaffe aaâ BeMe» (1953.) m  the ôtîne» hand have Men 
ahie to demonstmt® #at daHag j>ecovea?y from general 
aaaestheaia a more proloaged pereeptaal ehang© oaa ooeur. 
fhey found that to adults there is a loss of to® normal 
ahility to dlsorimtoate simltaaeous stimlatlon of faee and 
hand fMch can last for three feoitrs after avmkealng from toe 
anaeetoôtiot It must he pointed oat# however, that toes® 
autoors used anaesthetic times of maoh longer duration tlian 
wwild he eomparahle with
Again it is interesting to not® that toeir ohservations 
are consistent with toe prevloas diseuseioa to ttet they have 
demonstrated toe aisturhanee of' a response dependent upon 
some ae#ee of maturation within central nervous systems.
The faoe*Mnd test shows normally that adults are more likely 
to indicate stlmnlatlmi of toe face ratoer than hand whereas 
children tend to loealise stimulation to toe hand or even to 
displace toe response to another part of the "body# toe more 
matnre or adult fora of the response seems to he lost 
immediately after the annssthetic in favour of the less mature. 
Once again tois is consistent with the gackmonim notion toat 
interference v4to and auhsequent hreakdown of "hi#er" 
fcinctiona leaves intact or releasee "lower" or less mature 
forms of response.
®ie liawadiate effect of 1.0»®* on peytoologlcal 
proeeeaes v/as deeorlhed In Inveatlgatlan. TV. In the present 
Inveetli^tlon a more hasie perceptual process will he 
©xamined in the period immediately suhaequeat to the 
recovery period, tois represents a stage at Which the 
patient is apparently in contact witii his surroundings and, 
at least after the first convulsion, is unlikely to report any 
aignifloant perceptual changes or distortions. However, as 
will he discuaeed later, B.O*®. has a significant cumulative 
effect on psychological processes and it would seem reasonahle 
to ©xpeet toat in toe immediate post-recovery period from a 
single treatment toere would he changes in psychological 
processes of a fundamental kind such as hooom© snanifest during 
a course of treatment#.
In order to examine whether such Changes could he 
elicited it was decided to study a function wMoh was not 
directly amenahle to latrospectiv© reporting and itoioh could 
he tested hehaviouristically. from among several posslhl© 
paytoophysiological indicators the patient’s capacity to 
fuse a flickering visual stimulus was selected*
®his perceptual capacity was studied hy measuring toe 
critical flicker frequency (C.f.f.) which is the threshold 
for/
tag li#,t iB 
at V
n
for flicker.
flgur© Ê* ®i
a
Illumination rod© seem most active and at hi# intensities
0.F.F, is seen to 
it varies
for flicker discrimination* dranit (1%7) shows that 
measurement of retinal potentials during stimulation hy a
gIdURE 2
Elloker BiBcrimlnation
(taken from Morgan and Stellar, 1950,)
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motei» of the fusim
Is aa 'inaiyiâ.ual oyellc 
m é  svea? weeîœ. and #at
has Wea weed not only as a moasnne of oentnal 
nowons eyotojtt fteioMon M t  also as a mono "peyohologlcal” 
moasnm#. sanly stndias in pensevenation, • fon ©xmpio, 
utilised a measure of G*1?*3?* in an attempt to devise 
■measnnes of temperament Cwiersma, IQCiS)*^  Altîiough tlils 
early work did not yield any olear*»ent relationship he tween 
temperament and 0*#*#,, kysenok (1952) more reoently 
postulated that a higher would he found at the entra*
version end of his diohotomy rather than at the dystiymio end* 
A suhse#ent monograph on peroeptual proossses and mental 
illness hy Bysenek* dran#r and Brangelraann (1957) mentions 
this, prediotion hut dees not report any evidenoe*
In this investigation, however, it is net intended to 
osnslder the o*#*#* as a measure of temperament hat as a 
measure of poreeptuat prooessee oentrally determined hut also 
dependent upon possihle peripheral influenees* ®io relovaitoo 
of a measure of 0*l**F* in assessing ehanges associated witli 
physical treatment is justified hy the finding that, whereas 
"payoiiometrie" tests of psyehologioal funotion do not reflect 
sl@iificant changes after psyediosurgery, frontally damaged 
or loheotomlsed patients show not only a lower 0*P*P, than do 
normal controls hut also a icnver average deviation over a 
series of measurements of Salstead (1947) on the hasis
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the mean
at 87##*,
at 30*81 6*p*e#
Thresholds (ojalaa per second)
Before 1,0,®
a
After 1.0.®.
Awmiwwihmw
d
Patient
k(
m
mmmmrn
36,5 1332 
30.01 900
25 32
29
28
26
24
24
27
900 
873 
650 
625 
873 
812 
1089 
930 
1056 
1296 
1296 
1024 
1024 
1260
26 24
25
26
28
30
26
28
w
32 1,33,0 I 108934
161.00 
141,00
784.00
525.00
552.25
976.00
676.00 
676.00
756.25
784.00
625.00 
841,00 
961.00
870.25 
676.00
675.00
812.25 
1296.00
484.00
650.25
784.00
625.00 
784.00
1024.00
740 23072.5
29.5 
26,0 
26.0
28.5 
36.0 
22.0
25.5 
28.0
25.0
28.0 
32.0
659.5 18340.25
ffiean pre 1.0.®. = 30.81 Mean post 1,0,®. Xg =27.47
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mg the direoticaa
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te ©avireameatal Chasagee#
agaimet which
the ©videnoe far the tedaeed 0#F*f» a m  he viewed* it is
difficult to pestulate the hasis for teis
patients in terms 
he uses the a
of 1*0,®,
•gery 
®o explain this
When travelling at a 
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at. a 
Of speeds*
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a
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Apart frojft te® general queatim of the validity of the 
concept of the power faotw* laietead*'® use of tee G#f ♦■F* in
,e ■* -■»*'» «*iy*
teat he chôme a low toteaetty of li#t to give the stimulation 
for measuring G*,F*F. tela* however, involves the rod oomponeat 
of tee Gro8ler*Woif curve am shown above*- If this low let^l 
of mtensit^r is used it will be seen that frequencies just 
below 20 oyclem per second do. not yield as great a variation
I* Secondly, in his experiment 
tee patient to manipulate the oontrol of the 
flicker over a %vid@ range of frequencies* tels condition may 
be responsible for some #  t W  differences in variability 
foimd between normals and brain damaged subjects who tend to 
be less able to carry out instructions of tela kind with accuracy 
Other investigators, have found similar o*f *F* changes 
after B*0*®* Floog (195S) used 10 healthy controls and 3S 
psyteiatrlc patients and found that the normal range tended 
to decrease under the influence of B*o.f, landls and Clausen 
(1955) found that their particular methods of measuring flicker 
fusion threshold were not sensitive enough to 
which might have been attributable to tee effects of E.G.®,
This difficulty might have been due to the fact that they did
Tïïét limit teeir investigation, to tee sin## initial treatment 
but examined patients before# - daring and after eoarsee of 
treatment# In this way the olteieal (and in tele raapeot 
secondary) effeets of the b*0#®# in removing depression and 
retardation eoa-id obsoare any teanges in -0#F#F* for \teieh 
i#‘G#f# ôonîd he held directly responsible#
the possibility of intervening variables su#, as the 
peripheral effects dieonssed earlier must also be borne in 
mind# Samianl (1956) reports, for example, that after S#S»®* 
he found in seven of his nine patients an improved light 
sensitivity, either with respect to luminal values themselves 
or to tee values of tee adaptation eurve# In all eases the 
visual fields showed a widening of tee peripheral limits,
These Ghaage® art attributed to ooulo#dien0ephalio meohaniem© 
and tee dieneephalio stimulating effect of
Finally, the use of the 0#F«f* as a measure is deceptive» 
Because it involves a device iteose accuracy can., be established 
one is tempted to regard it as an "objective" measure. In 
essence, like all psychophysical techniques It depends upon 
subjectivity or introspective report# The l©.sson of tee 
experimental work m  psyehfphysios is that in such experimonte 
condition© must bo .©trlngeat and a large number of precaution© 
havo' to bo taken to avoid errors# Merely getting tereaholds 
is deceptively easy and 10 or more euocesslve readings can be 
obtained/
on®
5 a© handls (1956) points 
"the number of demonstrated 
the fact of the wide variation 
observers, and the fact that 
e observer will 
measures quite outside M s  
basis of esplenation can be 
which suggestion, expectation, 
c* any
a
in tee level of the flicker fusion threshold which may occur"
In the followvup study (lavsstlgatlon 1) owiplalnts 
of memory difficulty were noted ammg the spontaneous comments 
of tee patients* This dlstuteaao© of memory Is tee most 
commonly encountered sid©**effeet of E*0*T* and occasions 
varied reactions among patients experiencing it. To some 
tee disturbance is fmstrating or distressing* However, it 
can be welcomed* am in one patient who in the middle of hie 
course was asked if he was able to remeWber teinge satlsfactorilj 
and replied teat he needed to forget things rather tean 
remember them and teat the quicker the electric treatment 
knocked his memory about the better. In voicing this 
sentiment he was at least in classical company for when 
Simonides offered to teach Themlstoclee tee art of memoiy the 
latter answered: "Ahî rather tench me tee art of forgetting 
for I often remember what I would not and cannot forget what 
I would," This patient’s assumption that l#0*f,’s purpose 
is to disturb memory has also been presented as its rationale 
(e«g* Myerson, l#l).
As in tee discussion of fear of a*o,T, it is interesting 
to note that early workers did not affirm teat shock teerapy 
had any effect upon memory* Sherman et al (1941) reported 
teat, in a predominantly schisophrenic group of 10 patients 
treated either by b*0*T* or by chemical convulsants, no 
significant/
siguifâcsnt effect en immediate or recent memory wae noted, 
wittmen and Buseell (19425 tested 496 patients (of whom 78^ 
were Bohlsophwnioa* B% msnle depressive, 9^ involutional 
meianoholies, the remaining 7^ consisting of psychoneurotics, 
psychopaths or mental defectives with hehavioitr disorders) 
who had been treated hy metrasol and insulin# either alone 
or in combination* They eenoludedn "Substantiation of the 
reports of memory defect following therapy has not been found 
in this study, If such memory defect occurs# it is more 
tean compensated for by the pronounced improvement in interest, 
attention and social responsiveness on the part of the patient."
îîemphill (1940) found that his patients recognised 
pictures one hour after metrasol injection which had been 
presented half an hour before treatment, and thus claimed that 
no retro*activ@ amnesia was present. Even more recently 
Brower and Oppenheim (1951) carried out a series of electro- 
convulsive treatments# and found "very little memory Impairment 
noted at all; if anything# many of the patients showed improved 
memory scores".
However# each paper claiming to show tee absence of ill- 
effeots on memoir due to treatment can be matched by one which 
. deraonsteates them, ©ohen (1939) had found a temporary retro- 
p*ade amnesia covering a period of a day or more before treat­
ment in metrasol-treated schisophrenic patiente» Mayer-Qross 
(1943)/
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e) orisntatioi. for Time, Place# Giroumstanoesi, Person
was administered over a series
ot inte.3?vâ<9W goesioftss I "foeing at lea$t Sh Mups
T)efôm t%e flmt tj^ eatmeat* session II at ûh heaps aftsp 
the thii'd treatment and sObsegaent sessions’ heing at weeWLy 
latenvais dwlag the eoapse of treatment ( l*e#" at least ah 
hoars after alternate treatments in a teles weekly regime) 
and at wseîcly intervals after treatment had heen oompleted* 
ffihis method of serial testing.allowed the oonvention to 
ho followed of ttsing sash patient as his own oontroi# ®he 
pappose of the inteetlgatlon was explained to each patient 
as helng a way of finding what effect the treatment was having 
on him and his co«operation was regnested* %ile some of the 
patients Wr# imderstandahly perplexed ahout the nature of 
the testes none withheld hie oo*operation*-- At the interviews, 
apart from %e formal testing, patients talked ahout their 
illness, the oiroumstanoes of ihelr stay in hospital, home* 
life, interests, etc*
a) ]R?^og3?.egs.i,'ve-.,.î|à.^r^fies..» m e  1938 form of this test 
was administered individually at each interview, testing 
was ontimed and to reduce possible horetom at all sessions 
suhseguent to the first the nuoiber of test items m s  reduced 
by using alternate designs in sections A, B, 0, and D but all 
the desi@%s in section B, mis split the test in effect into 
two parts whioîi were applied alternately, sucdi a procedure 
was/
vtm justified because of the progressive nature of each 
test oonfiraed from the item*aaalysis (Raven, 19h7), and 
its reliability was cheeked by an ad hoc application of these 
alternate halves of the test to a group of trainee nurses 
Whose scores on the full test were available, m e  test was 
Included in this battery as a standardised measure of 
intelligence and was intended to reflect the baseline against 
which other cognitive changes could be appraised. It is 
inaccurate, hwever, to claim that this is a measure of 
general intelligence as the Mill**Hill Vocabulary scale was 
not included in this battery*
fable IX shows the raw scores for the 18 patients at 
sequence of sessions* Seeeim I relates to the pre*treatment 
scores and subsequent eeesions to scores during the course 
of treatment, fhe circled numbers are scores at sessions 
subsequent to tlie completion of the course of treatment. In 
order to display the trends within the group during these 
sessions the rav/ scores are averaged for each patient and 
in fable X the deviations from this average for each individual 
are given for the pre*treatfaent, treatment and post*treatment 
sessions, fhe average deviations for the group wlien presented 
as a graph (Figure 3) show a sharp decline after the first 
treatment with a gradual rise to a post*»treatment level 
corresponding to the pro«*treatment score, fho secondary dip 
which/
Matrices Raw Score
Sessions
k 1 40
B 39
Q 44
D 33
1 I 45
? 37
0 47
H 38
I 39
J 34
li 36
L 1
m 46
M 29
0 33
P 34
Q 47
m 40
VIII
39 39
35
42
( w41
39
38 32
29
50
30 35
49
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â.uô to tlie îïünüfôoffâ of patleato fiaiohtog troatmont at this 
time i.vhas'© pjpooeâiag irappofomeat la psrfomamoe was due to 
a guiote rate of oüiaioaï. improvemoat* ûa the other hand 
this hiphaeio. eharaotérlàtio of the ourve is also fonnd in 
I40hae3.'*s resnitn-whidh ©.'fO’ disenssed later (p#lS8)#
in Appendisî P tiie difference hetiiveen the results on 
Session Ï and on session II is found to he hi#ly significant, 
and hetwo€®i seesi-on I 'and the first post-treatment session 
to he not significant*. Fonthor, within #e treatment sessions 
the rise from the first 'two sco);%s session il and III) 
to#10 last tv/o (sessions VI and vii) is found to he
It appears from this that during a course of B,<3,T* 
there is a decrease in scores on cognitive testa following 
the first three treatments and thereafter a return of 
performance until the, pre»treatment level is reached hofore 
the end of the treatments*
h) teaming. of .naimd, aasocinte.p. mis is a conventional 
lahoratory technique which allows the individual*s process 
of learning to he scored. %ie suh^ect is presented with the 
task of leawaing a series of pairs of words, analogous to the 
"real«#lifo" situation Of loaming what a word in one languag© 
stands for in anothori, In this test the criterion of two 
suecoBsivo/
was the 
far
of five woMa# $wo 
a) uieaniBgtuli, omsietiag ùt a ward ®f similar length to the
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read* fhe cards were then
was then turned ever and he
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response word* 
response word oerreotly
on two ooaseoutlve
response words*
g of 
arMtrary limit
aaeoolste© was
,*e* an avern# of 11 presentations per pair of 
taken and heyond this point nO' learning of the
list was held to have ooourred#
Tho arrangements for testing were as follows:-
Session I (pro^traatmont) - List A and List A^  learned*
Session II - List B and List B,| learned*.
Session III - List 0 and List 0^  learned*
BUro-t poat^^treatment session - List A learned#
Second poot^treatment session 4. List B learned#
ThB design of the esîiperiinent could have i^ ermitted 
relearning of each of the lists during the treatment sessions# 
This was not undertaken as the same material %ma ueed to teat 
recall and recognition and thus rehearsal effects were 
avoided# During the treatment sessions hotlfi meaningful and 
semi^meaningful lists were used hut in the post-treatment 
tests only meaningful material was used as the trend of scores 
in the seml^meaningfal tests was seen to follow that of the 
meaningful#
Tahle XI shows the results for each patient at each 
session# From each individual's average score a tahle of 
deviations is prepared (see Appendix: F)# The average deviation 
for the group at each session is graphed in Figure 1|. to show 
that the numher of trials necoeeary to learn a list of paired 
associates increases after E#0#T# has heen started? and is 
still relatively hi#, for the two weeks after the end of the 
course of treatments# Tli© differences between the points on 
this graph are found to he significant (see Appendix F)*
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%il8 mggeete that ability tô leama new material is 
$i#iifioamtly affaatad by E*0,T, aaâ that saôh a âiffioulty 
is begiimihg to roeolve bat is still passent two weeks aftea? 
the tyeatwmt,
. I^ e.eail festing of yeeali
was eayBieci out by ©xteandlng the Isaïtiing situation in time. 
Patients we»e presented with the eards eentaining the list 
of paired assooiates learned at the prenions testing sessim. 
A© before they were shown the stimlus^word and asked to 
say what word was on the haek of tlie oard. However, if they 
were imahle to give tlie eorreot response the oard was not 
turned over, hat another stimulus word presented. The numher 
of words properly antioipated oonstitntes the recall score, 
the mazimnm, of owrse, being five in each of the two lists
■ Eeeognition demands that the subject is able to indicate 
what is most familiar in a situation* The response words 
which the patient was unable to anticipate in the recall test 
were each presented in a group of four vmrds of similar sise, 
position varied at random within the group, and tîi© patient 
was asked to Indicate which of tîie four words was the response 
word or to dhoose which word seemed most likely to be 
associated with the stimulus word. The score is the number of 
response words correctly recognised plus the number of words 
previously/
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%h#80 pseulta tenaieate that, aithm# maali of 
pïôvloaaly learned m # # a l  appears to he faalty, reesgaltion 
is rslativslgf iatast at eaoh sessisa,, This is partieularljr 
00 ia the poat^ treatmeat seaaima whioh rapresaat an interval 
hetween learaiag and raoo^ aitioa of at least two. woehs* 
deration (see Figtir© %)»
Similarly, lataot raoogaitloa was noted whan the patient* s 
reoolleetioas of the isolated eentsnoe were oonslderea.. Many 
patients were ahle to reprodaoe the eonteast in whioh this 
sentenoe had ooenmed# However, several did not appear to 
reeolleet the total situation in whioh this sentence had heon 
eaoonntered, saying for example that they teiew what it was
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in investigation %ie most frecpiently enoonntered
temporal aisorientatlon was with reepeot to ability to loealise 
a particular event in time with a tendency to lengthen the 
eatimated time lapse» For emmple, the patient mieïït reeall 
an interview that had oôourred the previous day hut state on 
gttoatloaing that it had taken place "at least a week ago"»
tn oonveraation during their course of treatinent patients 
would OKhihit #ieir confusion hy giving information ahout 
themselves as if for the first time, although they had 
previously imparted the information* 0nspatient, for example, 
on three oecasions related that she had been asked to serve 
m  a eluh ooramlttee, each time insisting that she return to 
the ward to "bring the lo t t e to show the examiner*
Ohanm,8,. in .intelleotual level, with
Brower and oppenheim (1951) used the Weehsler-Beilvue 
Seale on SO eases of depressive disorders treated by E.o*T»
One weeic after the end of treatment their results showed a 
sli#t average inorease in 1,%# over the pre*treatment level* 
Analysis of the weohsler subtests showed that the increase in 
l*Q* was due to increase in performance scores, vis. Block 
Desipas, Similarities* Picture completion, and that the other 
tests showed no significant increase* Brooks (1948) had 
previously found this increase in Wechsler performance I,Q. in 
a group of patients treated with combined insulin and 1S*0,T, 
but/
had claimed that mucSa as. improvement In ecoi>es was
i*. It should* &i course* be 
pointed out that the iaterpretation of spurious relatiouehip 
hotwoen ollttioal recovery and improved test sOore oan only
$ to he home
tore in iiimm itself* 
pmotioe effeet and the relmtimohip he#een intelleetual 
level and pro®iOSis with E*0*f *
?î.#?) Claimed to have demonstrated a eigalf 
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m m  adversely affected by though motor sktlie were
the end of treatment,* wileox (19S4Î* however* found that ihe
difference in the 
possibly due to the differences in the
in Wiloox'' @ constituted 
found with d<
were given 
the average course» 
latients thi 
directions, 
jmte of "accurate mental work"- and a 
the rate of motor response# 
literature- on the effects of en intellectual
functioning thus pre.sents a number of discordant findings#
experimental te#ni#e, the diagnostic status of the group
of test used* the number of treatoents given and the spacing
a
Of patients in whom no intellectual deficit had been observed
s3 in
group varied only within #%e menai range of preeoription, 
and the testing ©eeelan® were separated at a standard interval
treatment being reflected.*
It eeeas that the loss of cognitive ftmotlon with B»o,s,
reetoratloa to a level at or above the pre^shook level ie
# %
(195s) used a battery of eognitlve 
on test performanoes of 
fho !i#io#eois -that as a 
result of .1*0 #f* saoroa on such tests would tend towards the
© U was
m f wWt $he eham#e fmmâ
aà
( # # )  maad $ W  atamfwê-Blmet test
im&ey
treatment by Half an hour before each treatment
subjjeots were asked to name as many words as they could In a 
period of three minutes* keeping their eyes closed in order 
to eliminate visual clues# His results showed #at after an 
initial increase in average word score there was a decrease 
which was reversed after the sixth treatment# gubeeguent to 
this restoration tliere was a secondary decrease in performance 
and a rebound to pre*treatment level within a week of completing 
the course* The biphasic nature of the curve of this detriment 
(see Figure.3), previously interpreted as being due to 
differential rates of Improvement of patients within the group, 
is confirmed by Michael*© work and may possibly have more
It is possible to interpret this secondary rise and fall 
in accordance with previously expressed Jacksonian concepts,
The functions upon which an individual's performance on 
Matrices and word-naming tests depend are not unitary but 
involve several factors each of which corresponds to a different 
functional level, The biphasic shape of the curve can thus be 
attributed to the differential effects of E*o,T* upon such 
factors, the eeoondary fall and rise resulting from a reduction 
of a "hi#er" function and the conaeguent assertion of a "lower" 
level function which determine© performance on the test,
Ohanges in learning capacity with treatment are seen to
a loss of capacity 
treatment*. This
1#0.*T
other hand shomr 
#  the material
cannot he recalled with, ease, 
Barrera ( 1%!),. Williams
ÈiîiSf /a
Worshel and Harcieco (1950)
caused hy e»c ,t , 
due te # e  inaccessihility of memery-trace© rather lhan to
their loss or to the 0  .1
memea^-traces. 
events have registered 
recall in ocntext 4© hampered. Her© 
#er© is a similarity to the cognitive changes in organic brain 
disease which also indicate defective accessibility of
disorder of immediate memory as an 
This circumscribed disorder occurs 
alterations of consciousness and the 
confined to the cortex and are either 
the frontal area# In other organic
disease, 
of significant 
changes are 
localised to 
such as the 
defect is
aasooiated w l#  mitera time of aoneeiousaeas* # e  pathology 
appears to affect lower and mld'4)rain omitres* It would thus 
seem tîiat aooessihlllty of memories depends not mly upon 
intaetaess of cortex hut ales of suhoortioal structures, 
Penfield (1951) suggests that a oeatreaoephalio system 
Is Involved la memory proeesses. By direot stimulation of 
the temporal cortex at neurosurgical operatl «ms he was able 
to evoke la his patients recollections of previous escperleaees 
#ilch* however, were not projected into past contest hut were 
reported as hein# like present asperienees, The foot that this 
effect occurs hilaterally leads Peafleld to locate the under­
lying mechanism in the upper hrain stem heoause,he argues, 
only at this level would it he possible to have an integrating 
system connected with both hemispheres and capable of 
projecting bilaterally to #ie temporal cortex.
mime# momn of
’s Ml *:ga,
may be related to # Further
3, Bxaiaimtten ef certain variables in the eenvuislve reaeticm
pre-i
the
4* The oeneept ef iaxiety la them dleeussed with particular
Its "warming" er "alerting" funetlone, and
la particular the retleular aetlvatteg
dlsorlentative features whieh are diseussed la terms of
Jackson*© hlerarcMeol concept© indicating that tw 
abolition of "higher function©" hy S#0,T*: is accompanied 
by a release of "lower function©", again ccwapatible with 
Mie view taiat I5*0.*T*- act© at ©ubcortical level©,
6,’ In the po©t*reco-#ry period from the first treatment the 
persistence of such ©itbcortical Changes is demonstrated 
by investigating changea in the perception of flicker*- These 
changes occur even although the patient is held to have 
3»O0vered consciousness #
7*' The oumulative effect© of treatmmt on cognitive- functions 
are examined during a course of treatment# The fact that 
performance on cognitive tests, after being initially reduced, 
returns to pre#treatment level before the end of the course
The ability to assimilate new material is lowered but not 
abolished, and the aoooesibility of this assimilated material 
is reduced, Aga-in brain systems belovf the cortex seem to 
be involved.
The evidence suggests that b»o,t , act© primarily at a 
lower level of brain function than is consistent wltli 
conventional view© of the determinant© of conscioumess.
The next section will, therefore, be devoted to relating 
these findings to recent views on the neural determinant© 
of ecnflolouones©*

Moat of the diffiouXtiea oonceming the tern 
ooaaaiouemoaa have arisen from its apparent introspeotioniat 
originS’# If intros,peotionism is its sonrce then o w  notion 
of eonseions has heen fostered in dnallatlo dichotomies 
originating in the ideas of Descartes and reaching fixity 
with the British empiricists* Descartes^ "coglto^ergo snm" 
made oonscionenesa #e haslc and tmdeniahle reality- of one*s 
mm  existence* Looted Berkeley^ Bume# Hartley* Reid* Steivart* 
Thomas Brown* Mills and Bain were all concerned with how mind 
gats to know the external world starting from a fundamental 
mind or matter dichotomy#
William James in his Principles ( 1890) makes the intro-* 
spectionist approach a dogma when he statesIntrospective 
Observation is what we have to rely on first and foremost and 
always. The word Introspection needs hardly to be defined - 
it means* of course* looking into our own minds and reporting 
what we there discover* Everyone agrees that we there discover 
states of consciousness* 8 0  far m  1 Imow* the existence of 
such states has never been doubted by any critic* hoimver 
sceptical in other respects he may have been# That we have 
cogitations of some sort is the inconoussum in a world most of 
whose other facts have at some time tottered in the breath 
of/
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notion of mind has been earrled furthest by %l© 
who rejests the notion of ooneoiousnees or of a mind 
y of some sort, just as brain, a hend or a nose 1© 
Originally mind was MieuAt of as a queer mysterious
as
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the wood will break* 
suggests that to say that a person has a min# is similar 
saying that Mie wood has a tendency to break* fhus the 
or consciousness is not to be tîiou^t of as an entity 
a complex of dlspositicttis* fo say that a person has a
a eh<
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body has a 
to beSmve in various ways* h,v 
i the topic of sets of untestable, 
but the topic of sets of testable, 
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©f am ox’gmistt 
9%isi, however, ii
the properties ©f the orgmiism.
involved in eaoh a question,
I upon récognition of hodliy 
, B,F# Skinner (1938) in 
hie eperationist epproadh deals with the properties of the 
empty orgeniem and intentionally Ignores the nervous system
intervening variables, To 
are eic#ly the ways in
attraetive this 
process of introspeetioa
just as the 
the ways in which 
input. However 
still uses the 
as a psychological property of living 
t back
mentioned difficulties of the oon-fusion of ooaseiousness meaning 
awareness of environment and conaoiousneae meaning awareness of
on the other ignoring difficulties 
of environment and
ôf self, holds that eonsoiousness is something wore than 
just a response to stimalation, for a response can occur at 
spinal levels at which no awareness is involved. If we 
follow Oo¥b’*8 argument then he will Introduoe us to the neural 
implications of the bodily dispositions whioh Kyle attaches 
to "mind" for he asserts ri^t away that oonsoiousnesB is a 
property of the organism in action just as much as ocntraetion 
is a property of muscle. It is a physiological function and 
as such is associated with a system of organs, specifically 
the central nervous system* The cmtral nervous system 
represents a hierarchy of more and more complex neural 
mechanisms and oonsoiottsnesa is integrated at many levels, 
dependent upon tîie existence of reverberating circuits between 
cortex and thalamus and relationships between cord, brain stem, 
hypothalamus, thalamus and cortex. The core of dobb*s argument 
can be stated in three propositions which he holds to be valid 
for the contemporary state of imowledgsj-*
a) 10 biological process occurs without involving a 
change in structure,
b) ihenever the brain functions there is organic change,
c) The brain is the organ of mind.
We have reached a point at which we have apparently 
resolved many of the philosopher* s problems by an assertion 
that psychological phenomena such as thinking, knowing, 
willing/
willing, are juet as much ftmetions of the orgsnlam as are 
walking, excreting, digesting, for there are no other kinds 
of fanetion, unless supernatural. This may not he an entirely 
eatisfaetory positiau to maintain hut it serves to translate . 
the problem into the eliniaiaa’s field Which deals with 
ï^ ienomena related to Illness and disease processes.
It mi#it he expected that the neurologist's views on 
«oasoiousness would arts® from an entirely different set of 
determinants from those of the philosopher# This may not he 
©»tl3?ely so, for Mes® Çlt§h) claims that oartesioniam and 
®voiuti«!iiam were the two greatest influences in the 
development of the views of Hu#li»0S daekson and thus in the 
development of contemporary neurology. The significance of 
evolutionary #iou#t seems obvious enough in Jackson* s concept 
of hierarcÉfey and the Qartesian philosophy may have determined 
his acceptance of a mind#body- dichotomy as exemplified in his 
often quoted r@ma*%; "There is no physioloi®' of the mind any 
more than there i# a psychology of the nervous system," 
oertainly, although fmarn different premises, he arrives at 
statements nhich have the eharaoteristlc cartesian stamp of 
separating -subject and object. For example, although # e  high-- 
est cerebral centres were to Jackson the physical basis of 
consciousness, he postuiaised that the substrata of eoneoiousnes 
were double. By the nervous arrangamente of the rl#t posterio 
mê/
and left anterior lobes he maintained that we learn the 
nature and position of the objoat which affects us, The 
nervous arrangements of the right anterior and left posterior 
lobes allowed ue to lenm the manner In ivhlch our organism 
Is affected. He elaborated the distlnetlon between subject 
and object consciousness by clalroln® that the activity of the 
substrata of subject consciousness always preceded that of the 
substrata of object consciousness which wore thus higher in 
his hierarchy than those of'subject consciousness,
From Jackson’s work we derive the concept of functional - 
levels in the central nervous system on which we base our 
ideas of the supremacy of oerebral cortex equating higher 
mental processes with higher levels of brain function* In 
the search for a "location" for consciousness there was a 
tendency to i^ore’ lower or brain-^tem centres as being of 
subsidiary importance and under the control of the more recently 
developed aortex* As will be discussed later t w  significance 
of brain stem may in fact be eiuclal.
Head (19@6) did not concentrate only upon hi#er centres.
He held that consideration of lower functional levels of 
nervous system could throw light on the nature and significance 
of consciousness, for even in decerebrate preparations such 
as a spinal cat, for example, a great degree of adaptative 
behaviour can occur. Head originally developed his concept 
of vigilance to apply mainly to spinal and mid brain levels 
but/
it oaia© to refer to the ojk»»»*
, 0» Mie basis that ooasetoasness has Mie 
same rslatiojiehip to the hi#Ker nervous oontrss as purposive 
reflexes haw to lower nervous ooutres* Vigilanoe referred 
to the hi# grad© state of phyeiologioal sffioienoy of any 
level of nervous system, and "when vigilœee is high, mind 
and body are poised in readiness to respond to any event 
external or internal, hut if it is lowered by injury, want 
of nutrition, ohloroform or any other toxic influence, those 
hi# grade functions may suffer in general or in part, whether 
they are assoolated with ocsisoiousnes® or not", The last 
part of this quotation should be stressed to disaffirm that 
Head equated censeiouenese with vigilance.
The olinically based approach to o<m3soiofu@ness starts
as a sy
(19#.) feels that a new term is needed to 
fine unconsciousness, traumatic or ctîierwlse, which would 
designate more pointedly its nature and its pathological status 
in terms of neurophyeiolofflr# However, to do this a large 
number of terms would be required as unconscious patients 
differ profoundly in respect of such factors as the degree 
of unconsciousness, whether consciousness la lost fully or 
only in part, whether it is transient and fleeting, or 
prolonged and involves coma.
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t® reported currently in an Mtemmtlenal syrapoeium of the 
Henry Ford Hospital (Jasper, 195®) and previously In a 
symposium sponsored by the Ooimeil of the international 
Organisation of Medical Soionoes (Delafresnaye, 1954)#
me..., a;i0tti.fio.Bnce.,of the, hmln-stm. .mtioular, ...formation,
m e  retieulmr system of the brain stem is an ili#defined 
anetomioai entity, histologically primitive and undifferentiated 
and v;ell#develaped in amphibious animals (Hauta and whltlook, 
1954)» In the primate® the system acts in conjunction with 
the diffuse thalamic projections to the cortex (Morussl and
Oajal at the beginning of this century had observed 
significant difference® in the reticular cells of the brain 
item involving both sensory and motor collaterals and had 
concluded that not only do such cells have multiple influences 
operating upon them but even adjacent cells may have entirely 
different oonnectims (Livingston, 195?)* However, by the 
method®, of study them available the brain*®tern reticular 
system was generally found to be either imreaponsivo to 
stimulation or to yield apparently non*specifie patterns of 
response#
This finding was, of course, not in keeping with tîie 
spirit of neurophyeiologieal research which wa® until recent 
times dominated by localisation hypotheses and sought more 
refined/
#  point to
Magoun on animal® without 
In the 
to be wide* 
a dletinotlon within 
sMvleions • one 
and motor pathways with
Moro-asi (1949), Jasper (192+9) m d  lindsley (1949)
, neurophysiologiosl and 
Which showed that this brain*gieal
a generalised faeilitatory 
faollitatory fanetion of the reticular
of projections
which tend to activate the cortex in a generalised fashion*
is ca
central excitatory states in a downwards direction* Livingston
from certain discrete
down into the reticular formation producing not only
from the cortex 
of certain
cortical fioMs with each otoer* H® uses the term "a kind
the nervous systom" to
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Thus it seems that certain cortical
by
either by
complex when
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the intrinsic activity of 
individual cortical 
upon this intrinsic 
au@n©nting It# The picture 
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(1957) puts its "we 
comforting notion that the 
of whatever the reticular 
it but the c.ortex itself 
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from the experiments of 
rking in Magoun’s 
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immobilised by curare but 
free fcom - the influence of central anaesthetic, induces the
cortex is not simply the
kt
laboratories# %#y Mve # o m
are
of arousal» Als% naturally 
electrodes in such cortical 
behaviourally when stimulation
is applied* However, eleotrieal stimulation of oortioal 
sites Whieli to not project to the reticular fommtim fails 
to elicit such %B*0* arousal or behavioural changea even 
thou# hi# iateneitiee of current are applied*. It seems, 
therefore, that eorticofugal projections play a part in 
activating the rest of the brain via toe reticular activating 
system* This is held to be so# not only in relation to 
arousal in response to specific stimuli but also for the 
maintenance of a centrally "aroused'* state*
Investigations of seiwory components suggested Muât to® 
brain#stem reticular formation is also able to Influence 
conduction along sensory paths (Morassi, 1906)* For some 
time it has been recognised that recording of i*!*®. changes 
in response to sensory stimulation was easier from 
amestlietised than from unanaesthetised animals* TJiis is 
attributed to toe fact that during anaesthesia the inhibiting 
action of the reticular formatim upon afferent impulses 
along classical sensory pathways is Interrupted* The sensory 
implications are specifically illustrated in toe work of 
Hernend®s»Peon, scherrer and Jouvet (1906) on unanaosthotised 
cats with eleotrodes implanted in the dorsal cochlear nucleus 
to allow recording of auditory impulses*. In toe relaxed oat 
responses to a click could be recorded as a high amplitude 
localised electrical discharge.* When, however, some mice in 
a jar wore placed near the cat toe amplitude of the discharges 
in/
tn response to too e3.1c3s*»stimul4 was markedly reduced while 
toe animal’s attention was direotsd to the mice. When the 
mice were removed and toe eat was ones more relaxed and 
Inattentive •responses to toe eilolr.© returned to their previous 
level»
They also found that if the olioîc-stimultis was repeated 
and prolonged in the ahsenoe of reward or punishment eues 
the recorded potential was; found to he reduced in accordance 
with the expected sensory adaptation or habituation effect.
The interesting theoretical point here is tout the psychologleal 
assumption that tola habituation is perceptually determined 
is not confirmed, as it appears Miat the sensory pathways, 
conventionally held to be discrete up to the level of cortex, 
can in fact be influenced eigaifieantly at a level well below 
«ortSK by events occurring in ttie brain stem*
Such a formulation allows toe beginning of an appreciation 
of how the central nervous system can provide some of the 
neural mechanisms underlying arousal and consciousness» The 
activity of the, reticular activating system seems to be 
implicated boto in toe maintenance of "levels"of consciousness 
and also, because of its capacity for sensoiy control, in 
deterrftining the "content" of consciousness»
This does not mem that a locus or "seat" of consoioxisness
has/
has been found* This is philosophioally unsatisfaotory 
and is no more meaningful tl'ian attempting to asoribe the 
sound from a wireless set to a switch, a valve or a oireuit 
rather than to operations which can be abstraeted from all 
the components of the set* The neurophyslologioal work on 
the reticular activating system extends our psychophysiological 
oonoepte so that they become more oonslstent with the oomplexlt; 
we have come to expect from the neural mechanisms underlying 
our capacity to adapt or our ability in Russell's words 
"to act with reference to what is distant in time or space 
even though it is not at present stimulating our senses".
This v/ork also suggests that consolousness should be viewed 
in a scalar or quantitative fashion along a continuum between 
coma and "clear" consciousness such as is suggested by Delay 
(I94S) in his assertion that what we know as consciousness in 
man is an extrapolation of the primitive vigilance shared by 
a large part of the animal kingdom.
Previous attempts In psychology to formulate a rational 
basis for the neural mechanism underlying conscious processes 
have been unsatisfactory in that they have either led to a 
complete rejection of neurophyslologioal variables as with 
Skinner, or of consciousness itself as with the Behaviourists, 
or to an acceptance of a basic congru!ty between p^ i'ohologleal 
and iJhyslologioQl processes as with the Pavlovians, While 
it may not solve the problem of the "seat" of consciousness 
this/
toie neuropMsiolosy Is a fiultful soureo of now hypo too oos 
and oaa provide a model of eonsoiousneBo appropriate to 
psyohoiogy.
The model of omseioueneBB whleli oan he derived from 
Mils work is a system in which complex patterns initiated hy 
an input are controlled hy central dominance and in which the 
direction of this central dominance is determined hy some part 
of the input to the system# Its function in a hiological 
sense is, therefore, regulatory# In electrical or mechanical 
terms the system would he a circuit or device whose operation 
provided a continuous series of equilibria, if we now transfer 
toe regulatory nature of this system to the concept of 
consciousness Itself we c m  arrive at the notion of regulatory 
consciousness, This terra Implies that it is no longer 
appropriate to regard consciouanoBS as passive or epi- 
phenomenal as the conventional stimulus-response approach 
suggests.
Although it may he no more than sophistry it is worth 
v/hlle pointing out the paradox that, while we have a concept 
of dynamic unoonsoious processes in psychology, we still 
regard consolousness as a static and intangible quality. The 
new concepts in neurophysiology can allow us to think of 
oonsoiousness in more dynamic terms and to say that it is 
the/
the eharacterlstio whereby an individual's oapacity to 
react adaptively can be maximlBOd# It is akin to such 
GonoOpt® 6B vigilance, alerting or arousal although the 
technical use of tWse terms does not permit M%em to be 
synonyms for consciousness*
The signifieanoe of processes of attending in perception 
parallels the significance of dynamic regulatory consciousness 
for general behaviour in whioh an adjustment is maintained 
between the inner processes end environmental change* Hebb 
(1949, p*146) malms, the point that "the most Important mark 
of consciousness is the continual changing selective 
responsiveness to different aspects of a familiar environment, 
the unchanging responsiveness to unusual or unexpected events 
together with the continuai presence of purpose.,*or motor 
equivalence'.' , However, the concept which is offered here of 
regulatory consciousness would stress that it is consciousness 
itself which provides the essential conditions for varying 
behaviour in an adaptive fashion*
Starting from the simple statement that the more 
information available to an individual the more likely is his 
subsequent behaviour to be adaptive, we can use an analogy 
between perceiving and statistical methods. The more adequate 
the information satapled the more likely is the resultant action 
to be appropriate and consciousness provides the best possible 
sampling/
ôarapitog conditions for the required aotitUi# This allows 
the idea of oonaoimBaees as a continuum for it is not always 
appropriate to take the largest possible sampling whioh 
eonditiens of extreme novelty or threat would require. An 
ordinary everyday level of oonsoiousness can be maintained 
on perceptual sampling well below the maximum possible sampling 
eapaoity* similarly» disorders of consciousness can be viewed 
as situations in which the appropriate sample cannot be 
achieved and the consequent failure to adapt results from 
behaviour determined by this Inadequate sampling*. Many of 
the deficits reported in Investigation IV are examples of 
how errors can arise from faulty sampling* however, the 
danger in such an analogy is that one may think of the 
Operation of regulatory consciousness purely in conventional 
perceptual terms, i*e, as being solely determined by the 
environmental cues,
®ie model of consciousness would of course Involve the 
conventional afferent«efferont dimension, but would add the 
significant central régulatoiy mechaniem whicît can produce 
actlvatien in toe absence of an input (i#e* other than intero­
ceptive) , As with all biological regitlating systems 
equilibrium is achieved by balancing counter forces * in this 
ease toe activation from perceptual input and the inherent 
activation of the brain-atera reticular apparatus# This 
apparatus is capable at one and the same time of alerting
the system appropriately in response to stlmalation an.d 
of balanolîiâ’ the input to toe state of alerting achieved, 
Liadeley (1908) also takes toe view that the reticular 
system is emoerned in toe mechanism underlying perceptual 
processes, m d  desoribes its possible roles as inducing 
"general arousal, general alerting, or attention; and 
specific - alerting or focussed attention", Thf.s confirms the 
above interpretation of the two<*fold action of this apparatus, 
consistent wito the view that oonsciouaneas represents what 
we are aware of and also the conditions for our awareness.
In Mi0 last 20 years during whleh has been in
elinical use many views have been offered about its mode of 
action» Gordon in 1948 was able to report a oolleotion of 
SO shook therapy theories. Since then many otliers have 
appeared, including the following which have been noted 
during the survey of toe literature relevant to this thesis: 
Hiess (1948), Abs© (1949), Flosdher (1950), Weinstein, Linn 
and Kahn, (1992), ioulyn (19S2), Wilcox (1954), Fabing (1955), 
Fleming ( 1956), Ihll© it would be a pleasant academic task 
to itemise, classify and discuss such theories, the results 
of sued! an undertaking would not be entirely relevant to the 
other work which has been reported*
That so many more or less pertinent theories can exist 
is due to the large number of possible approaches whioh can 
be mad© to lüh&m who by bent or inclination favour
the psychological approach arrive at psychological theories, 
others at physiological or humoral theories, Bach basic 
scientist imports into the field his m m  characteristic need 
for an objective and demonstrable explanation of ha? 3S*o,T, 
works, sometimes to the despair of the clinician who may be 
influenced to have doubts about the status of his own 
empirical attitude to the treatment. The main obstacle to 
developing a satisfactory theory of E»0,T, is toe existence of 
so/
so many varied observations that it is now almost impossible 
to suggest oriteria on whioh to determine whether a given 
observation is directly relevant to the clinical action of 
the treatment or merely represents a secondary or aide effect. 
Faced with so many alternative theories one can at least 
take comfort from the feeling that one more will do no harm.
It ie, therefore, proposed to conclude by offering a 
formulation of the mode of action of S,0,T, on the basis of 
the observations previously reported and elaborated in 
discussion, that is, to try to indicate the mechanism of the 
treatment in tbrms of the operation of the reticular 
activating system.
To do this one starts with the concept of consciousness 
as a regulatory function as previously discussed. B.O.T,, 
however, obviously does not directly increase this function 
as it serves to produce a series of deliberate abolitions of 
consciousness. The observations which were undertaken direct 
attention to the recovery processes both immediate and long­
term rather tlian to the loss of consciousness associated with 
the convulsion. Although the degree of confusion and 
disorientation noted in patients appears to increase with 
Buocesaivo shocks, the basic cognitive processes show an 
adaptation to repeated loss of consciousness before the end 
of the course is reached, 'The changes in convulsion duration 
and/
and In convulsive threshold previouely discussed confirm 
the adaptive nature of the long-term reaction during a series 
of treatments» This suggests that within the treatment 
situation new equilibria can he achieved. This homeostatic 
effect does not operate significantly from the single 
convulsicaa* Because the clinical effect of treatment is only 
obvious after several shocks have been applied, a succession 
of recovery processes seems to he a requirement of clinical 
improvement* The cumulative effect of a course of treatment 
maximises a state of adaptative operation as opposed to the 
varying degree of maladaptation which the depressive illness 
occasions.
It is, therefore, suggested that In E.O.T, the non­
specific massive and intense afferent input which ahOliehes 
consciousness,also produces euhaequent arousal reactions 
whioh result in increased alerting over the course of treat­
ments and that this sequence determines clinical improvement. 
This is merely the hald statement of an hypothesis. There 
are certain consequences which must he examined,
firstly, Such a formulation does not take account of the 
convention that a convulsion is necessary to alter the course 
of the depressive illness. This view has arisen from many 
sources, toe originators of the treatment claimed that it 
was Mie convulsion Itself and not the means of producing it 
that/
that laattos’ôâ (see aeetloa l). OJaitsid ajaû Faoella (1952) 
aad Hegîfto (1953) state that veplatiwa of foMi and 
freqaenoy of the ©leotnloal stimulus an© of seeondany 
impontanoe ae long as the oonvaleton Is pnoduoed* In oases 
Vichene the S*OfW« apparatus has not delivered an adequate 
stimulus resulting In '*suh-shook" or "stun" instead of the 
eonvulslm.) Improvement of #e depressive illness Is not 
achieved (Alexander, 1958). Thus Fleming (1956) Is able to 
marshal such evidence to "demonstrate that a convulsion is 
# e  sine qua non in successful B.O.T."
Cte the other hand non® of this evidence is oruolal. It 
could equally well he claimed that the massive stimulation 
necessary to institute the regulatory processes necessary 
for recovery also initiates a convulsion* The convulsion 
would then he re#rded as an "overspill" reaction to the 
electrical 8 timulus wiAoh is applied at a site at which its 
effects are widely diffused throu^out the hrain* It is in 
this sense that K*0*1'« is described as involving a non-specific 
massive input#
Secondly, this view that 1»0.T« produces an adaptive 
level of operation of the reticular activating system requires 
certain assumptions to he made about the nature of depressive 
illness# Particularly it implies that depressive Illness 
involves some disturbance of alerting, or the maintenance of 
a subnormal level of alertness*
This/
This latter Implloation v;ould repay a more detailed 
elinieal study of illneesee involving depression of affect, 
particularly those for which s,0«T, is specific, in terms 
of alerting* For present purposes there are several existing 
studies which suggest that such a formulation is possible.
For example, Campbell (1953) sees the constellation of manic- 
depressive symptoms as a group of discrete dysfunctiouB all 
of which tend to point to disorders at the diencephalic level 
of brain activity* The manifestations of such a primary 
level of disorder are autonomic and the variability in 
symptomatology betMsn patients arises from the variations 
in balance in the activities of the sympathetic and para­
sympathetic systems, "symptom after symptom, time after 
time, the observer is impressed with the fact, from the 
patient's own descriptive terms, that in this disease there 
is an endogenous disturbance in central autonomic functions, 
some of which deviate one way, some another."
The autonomic changes noted in depressive illnesses are 
exjploited by Funkensteln, Greenblatt and Solomon (1952) to 
produce a prognostic test for E.C.T» using the observation 
that a good B.O.T, pï*ognoeis correlates with the absence of 
a prompt recoveiy from MeCholyl-induced hypotension* This 
is going wider than the argument need take us but it raises 
the question of the relationship between autonomic activity 
and psychological functions with reference to psychoses.
The/
Ml© nataa?© of this relationship also arises within the field 
of experimental psyohiatryj. discussed elsewhere (Mowbray, 1958). 
The view of psychosis which this experimental approach 
foatera auggaats a maladaptive process maintained by an 
afferent input insufficient to balance the inherent activity 
provided by the reticular activating system* ihis would be 
consistent with # e  ijypotheeis that i*o*T, modified the 
psychosis by restoring such a balance*
Ermines (1957) in an unconventional but stimulating 
disoussion of mental depressions and their treatment implicates 
pbysiopethological processes in the aetiology of moaio- 
depressive disorder, the psychic factors being secondary and 
modifying* His theoretical discussion does not indicate any 
specific aetiolo^cal mechanism but in the course of the 
discussion he assumes ( p * 5 0 5 )  that the depressive illnesses 
involve decreased "alerting" in Magoun’s sense. To iCraines 
the depressive phase of the manic-depressive illness starts 
from a primary loss of "neural" energy which originates from 
a pathological but reversible dysfunction of the dlencephalic- 
reticular systems* Again* it would seem likely that, where 
the determinants of the disease can be ascribed to dysfunction 
of the reticular system, tlie mechanism of its cure can be 
similarly ascribed,
Alexander (1958) also discusses t w  nature of depressive 
illness/
illness in partionlaa? stressing the role of rnnciety. He 
use© a ooaeept of waming-anxietjr, similar to that outlinecl 
previously in this ’fâissls (p,8?) and postulate© that 
"waming-anxiety has the paver to overstimulate the cortical 
ego into panic or depression", depression being a paradoxical 
inliihitory reaction to excessive stimulation* B.O.T, can 
then he supposed to reduce the excitability of the central 
nervous system and thus to relieve depression by raising 
the cortical threshold of excitation* This formulation 
depends upon Pavlovian schemata in which "cortical substrates 
of ego" and "subcortical anjtlety" are data but it has the 
considerable merit of being consistent with the observation 
that anxiety tends to increase during treatments and this 
may v;ell be due to change® in cerebral excitability, as v/as 
previously argued (p.89) this biological as opposed to 
psychopathological anxiety is alerting, indicating once more 
the relevance of the activity of the reticular formation of 
the brain in depressive illnesses and consequently in their 
treatment#
  ■ ■ J4*ÏJ ;
There ere many ollnieal and theoretical problème 
for whiCb the new "neurophyaiology of consoiousnoes" 
offers hope of solution# None* however, is of greater 
importance than that of the mode of action of B.O.T,
There are few troatmnts in medicine more dramatic 
in their therapeutic effects. From year to year the value 
of E.O.T, is increasingly demonstrated, fortunately not 
dependent upon our knowledge of its mode of action# The 
work reported here derives its value heuristically as it 
directs attention to postulates dravm from a new orientation 
in our conception of the central nervous system, namely, 
the role of the reticular activating system in consciousness, 
It seems reasonable to assume that it is in this direction 
that future successful research into the meoîinaiam of 
E.O.T. will be directed.
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a cl
20
11
1 '"
PX'^ G
F
0.078
0.78
fhxB r a la t io r , î j i i ip  Xb mot s ig m x fxe a n iy »
IMÏIOürSHIP BEÏi'v'EEH BODY ABB PEB-ÏRBâîMEBS ÏEISÏOH
îây b u i lc i
Pre -t ra atme nt
fenea Mot tense
Heavier 4 
11Lighter 12 !
20 !
O
15
12 
3^ 
35
(Ooi^ reoted fo r  eontimilty)
Pre-traatment I
Pense 1 Mot ten.se
lody W i l d
Heavier 
Light ex"
7 _ gf #
12.5
20
4.5
10.5
i*t>w»wsr,
15
12
A  .Miar -' W > |'II m n wrn I, liB^ m ir
23
I » rf^iMsgMPar.Kiia
35
l^c
f
0.214
0.60
Ailhis relationship is not sigmfloa^nt

HECOVBRY Of OOHSOIOOSWSSS
Times of Correct lesDonses Banke
Rank Order
A } B I d Id'
Average |Q'uiokest|
Group I Time8  I A#43{ I Times | A*-G
î & i m A  I i
2 
2
Address
Marital Status 
Birth place 
Year of Birth 
Age
Father* s mamie 
Marne of Sbhool 
Picture description
Orientation for place 
Orientation for date 
Orientâtion for year 
Orientation for examiner
Eight-left orientation 
Aritlimetleal problems 
Sentence repetition 
■])igit rope1111 on 
Idantlfyxng objeots
4
5
n
3
11
12
,18
15
8
13
14
d
:?lowee
0 0
10
3G
10
# OK
0
I.
Average x Quickest 
Avex^ age x Slowest
40,79
4"C * 89
-1 1
*wl 1
4l 1 1
-aj 4,
C ^ $7

0 ,P,F 0 and IUO,'Xh
BlgBifioance of the difference between mean 
thresholds ( in o.p#e. ) before and after B,0»T.
(Taken from Table VIII)
Oommoîi Varlanee (a,V« )
2
'9 -
1 = 10,8
•* d*
S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n  of t h e  d l f f e r e n o e
f  the me ans ( S « I), )4
Ratio (t)
3t.a 2
d
3
0«V, 0 ,?, 
1“»'" 019
grees of freedom (n) M. 4 M,, - 2 46
The px^ obability taken from dietribiition tables in Fisher 
and Tatee (1953) shows a P value corresponding to the 
0*001 level* That is, the difference between the means 
cannot be aaoribed to chance*
A P P E N D I X  P
r;
lîÂl’ExOlS SCOHBS
Variances calculated from Table X
Colysm
2
3
4
5
6
7
n .2
I if'iayit^«itvs3ef<»|7t^.iw»».7Wx
18 153
18 115
f ■*%
" I ^
17 I 66
12 100 
7 62 
g I 27
nri
8,48 I4•20
6.39 2»9f 
4.30 0.52 
3.88 0.06 
8.33 0.44 
8.86 0,72
5.40 1.44
8 18 I163 9,05 I2.59
9 118 1157 I 8.72 13.35
i 2 {#' né
2
6.46 
3.37
175,6 
61,7 
63.2 
64,9
94.5 
57.0
.16,3
96.6
Total vairianoe eolmmie :L ^  7
r
i ï)âS
:s=T =
2
436.7
go 4.85
A*' (h>ir4>ari:ag Be salon I with Session
wii^  tj
n 1  ^:E X
18 37 2,1 153
10 1 “31 •"1,7 115
* diff .«"nr
ZX é"
i
TT
standard, error of means
2,06
1*85
li là
0,73
t
degrees of freedom % 18 + 18 ^2 % 34
P corresponds to 0*001 (highly significant)
B.
0
D,
g Sessions Xl_ and 111 with VI and Yll 
n
VI and Vll 12
ix
"A4"
K
3 ; ^
fl#08
diff *
Standard error of means
t
Degrees of freedom
» 2,34 
» 0,74
** â & M  -
0,74 
«: 35 ■*• 12
3,10
2 = 45
P co:wesponds to a value of 0,01 (slgnifioant)
Commring Sesexona 1 with VI and Vlll
3C
Of
13 1.08 
diff. “ 1.02
BS 0
1.02
0,82
1.24
VI and Vll 12
Standai’d erx’or of means
i;
Degreea of freedom
P lies between 0#3 hnd 0*2 (not slgnifioant)#
Oomparlmg Session 1 with 1st Session after treatment
(i.e. ooXnmn o).
n X
SesaioSTX lU T37 2.1
Oolimm 8 Ili 409 1,6
diff* = 0.5
Standard error of means S3 1.83
t 0,5 .
WM*MWhW#
1.85
Degrees of freedom 34
0.24
P lies between 08 and 09 (not significant),
m m m m  paxibb associates.
Devlalîioas from iadivldiial averages (faken from Table XI)
Totale
n
A âevm.
Ill
+26 
+ 8
0
+ 7 
+ 5 
+10 
+12 
+ 5 
+ 2 
+ 4 
- 2 
+16 
+ 8 
+ 1 
+18
Meaaiagftü.
^08t—tre atmeai;
Patient I
A —14 — 1 2
B + 2 - 1 0
0 + 2 — 2
B 3 - 5
E nm — 2
.? w 4 mm 0
a 7 mm 4
H 0 mm 0
I - 1 — 2
j Hh 2 5
K f 3 mm 2
II 2 - 5
1 #• 2 — 6
- 1 f X
0 - 1 0 *" 7
P — 1 + 1
Q —‘ 9 - 9
S — 1 *» 1
+14 
+ 3 
+ 9 
+ 9 
+ 1 
+14 
*• 2 
*» 1 
-  2 
+ 7 
+ 9 
+12 
0 
4
+17 
+ 3
■82 +144
+
4*
t
4*
6
4
6
II
3
4 2
3
4- 3
+* A 
0
+ 3
7
3
Semi-Meanipgftil 
Treatment
18 18 1%
•2.8 --4.6 +8.5
+98 +64
II
1
—12 
+ 4
w ^
#*12
#*•16
: i l
-* 3
** 2 
#• 6 
9 
#*12 
-13 
—14 
— 9
-10
■143
16
+ 6 
+ 7
— 3
#w
+15
— 3 
+ 4 
+ 1 
—14
— 5
+ 8 
+ 2
+ 2 
— 8 
7
15
553
"Treatment cSoII
<5-5111
Post-traatrfl'j.it S^X
crii
%
19*69
11*06
24*81
21,00
18,46umm 'Mit
Oommon variance
<^5-2 
.95.02 : 1.12 § 6~JiTÏ2 =1.06
Comparing Treatment Session I with Session II
1.06
k
1
JB
0.35
III 
4 6
+19
+13
+12
+10 
+10 
■{■ 2 
+15 
+ 6 
+ 5 
+18
+ 5 
+10 
+13 
+ 8
+18
±  " 
+1%6
17
.9 -0.2 +10.3
Sol* diff. means 
t := := 5.1
degrees of freedom » 34* P = 0*001 (highly slgnifioant),
(OoHtd.)
i m m m m  paieib absooxatis (Oonta, )
This level of eignlfloano© is oaloulated for the smallest 
difference between'means in the meaningful sessions# with the 
exception of the difference between Treatment I and poet-treatsient 
which is not significant. All other differences can^  then 'be taken 
to he significant,
BeBd-meanin^ful# m 25*7
54# 2
6%ii“
0
Oommon variance «» 1 , 9 5
6-71.95" « 1.39
from this th@ t values yield siguifloanoes for the 
differeaee in mean#.
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